Be it ordained by the People of the City of San Diego:
SECTION 1. Title.
This initiative measure (“Initiative”) shall be known and may be cited as the “San Diego River
Park and Soccer City Initiative.”
SECTION 2. Findings, Purpose, and Intent.
A. Findings. The People of the City of San Diego find and declare the following:
1. The People of the City of San Diego (the “City”) desire to provide a feasible and fiscally
and environmentally responsible path for the development of the existing stadium site
located at 9449 Friars Road (the “Existing Stadium Site”) for the purposes of providing a
river park, transit-oriented mixed-use development, and a professional sports or joint-use
professional soccer/San Diego State University (“SDSU”) football stadium, with the
option for a stand-alone professional football franchise stadium;
2. The cost of maintaining the existing stadium and surrounding lands is very expensive, as
is the demolition or dismantling of the existing stadium. In addition, the City has certain
lease commitments relating to the existing stadium that exist until approximately 2018.
The City is faced with major deferred maintenance and annual operating costs to
maintain the existing stadium as well as large unfunded costs for its demolition and
removal;
3. The People of the City of San Diego desire to exercise our reserved power of initiative
under the California Constitution and the San Diego Municipal Code for the City to
establish the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment
Specific Plan (“Specific Plan”), which shall provide for the orderly redevelopment of the
Existing Stadium Site and other property formerly used for professional football, as well
as property adjacent to the Existing Stadium Site (“Existing-Adjacent Property”)
(collectively, “Property”) in a manner that provides significant public benefits for the San
Diego community;
4. In addition, the People of the City of San Diego desire to exercise our reserved power of
initiative under the California Constitution and the San Diego Municipal Code for the
City to adopt the Development Agreement Concerning the San Diego River Park and
Soccer City Development in Mission Valley, San Diego (“San Diego River Park and
Soccer City Development Agreement”), which shall provide for a feasible and fiscally
and environmentally responsible path for development of the Property
5. The Specific Plan provides for transit-oriented mixed-use development on the Property,
including a 34-acre river park, 12 acres of active use playing fields, 9 acres of
neighborhood parks, a sports stadium, approximately 2.4 million square feet of office
space, 740,000 square feet of retail space, 4,800 multi-family homes, 450 hotel rooms,
and an option for a stand-alone football stadium for a professional football franchise, all
with a pedestrian link to the existing Metropolitan Transit System (“MTS”) Green Line
transit center;
6. Development is designed to create a San Diego River park consistent with past
governmental planning efforts which would unify the City’s urban setting with the
natural environment. An interconnected system of parks linked by open space, multi-use
pathways, and green corridors are planned for the Existing Stadium Site to reflect the San
Diego River pattern as it weaves its way to the ocean;
7. The proposed development on the Existing Stadium Site will provide economic
opportunities, including creating construction and permanent jobs in the Mission Valley
area and the City, generating new business for local hotels and restaurants through the
creation of a sports and entertainment tourism destination, and encouraging the creation
of new businesses in the City and the surrounding area;
8. The People of the City of San Diego further desire that the athletic training facility
located at 4020 Murphy Canyon Road (“Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site”), which
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has historically been used by the City to support and enhance uses on the Existing
Stadium Site, now be used to support a potential professional soccer team’s operations on
the Existing Stadium Site, including practice facilities, team operations, media, and
lodging for visiting teams;
9. If a professional soccer team franchise cannot be located on the Existing Stadium Site,
the People of the City of San Diego desire that additional professional sports teams also
be given the opportunity to obtain leases under the specialized lease standards provided
for in this Initiative;
10. All of the Property must be utilized in support of the comprehensive plan of development
set forth in the Specific Plan, and specialized standards must be applied to ensure that the
Property is not developed in a piecemeal fashion inconsistent with the Specific Plan
through varying or conflicting lease standards. In order for the Specific Plan to be
successful, this Initiative provides a process whereby the City may maintain control over
all or a portion of the Property to ensure that none of the land can be used for purposes
that conflict with the Specific Plan;
11. The People of the City of San Diego desire to utilize the Property in furtherance of San
Diego’s sporting culture and in a way that offers redevelopment opportunities for Cityowned lands previously utilized for professional football;
12. The Existing Stadium Site, although used as a sports and event venue and parking
facilities, is currently subject to potential flooding and must be carefully designed,
regraded, and reconfigured to address this concern;
13. The development of the Existing Stadium Site under this Specific Plan would allow the
City to continue its comprehensive plan of environmental restoration of the Existing
Stadium Site based on its existing agreements with adjacent responsible parties.
Environmental restoration under these agreements pursuant to a plan developed by the
City is essential to allow the Existing Stadium Site to be developed consistent with the
General Plan City of Villages strategy, create jobs and housing opportunities, minimize
taxpayer obligations and restore contaminated City-owned property to provide for an
economic, recreational, and planning benefit to the City and its citizens;
14. The development of the Existing Stadium Site under the Specific Plan would allow for
the daily and efficient use of the existing underutilized MTS Green Line transit station,
located in the center of the City’s regional transit network. Development at an
appropriate density near transit stations is essential to accomplish the City’s greenhouse
gas reduction goals;
15. In light of the significant costs and risks associated with developing the Property,
including the costs and risks associated with floodplain improvements and the demolition
and removal of the existing stadium, and the substantial up-front private investment
required to construct and operate a new stadium on the Property, the People of the City of
San Diego desire to establish standards and requirements for the leasing and potential
sale of the Property to a qualified lessee or purchaser, all with no payment of taxpayer
dollars, and requirements for the development of the Property by entering into a
development agreement that will specify the obligations of the ultimate developer of the
Property;
16. As provided for in this Initiative, current fair market value will be paid for the lease and
option rights with respect to the purchase of the Property;
17. The People of the City of San Diego desire that the Property shall revert back to the City
if the professional sports stadium is not constructed or sufficient financial guarantees are
not provided to the City, within the time specified in this Initiative;
18. In order for the stadium construction to be undertaken in a financially sound manner that
provides long-term economic benefits to the City and its residents, and protects
taxpayers, this Initiative establishes guidelines and minimum requirements for the
development, construction, operation, maintenance, management, and financing of the
sports stadium, including but not limited to: 1) the City shall not pay for any stadium
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project construction costs or stadium project cost overruns; 2) the City shall not pay for
any stadium project operating costs, maintenance, or capital improvement expenses; 3)
the City shall be reimbursed for reasonable costs incurred by the City in providing
game/event day public safety and traffic management related to stadium events; and 4) a
developer shall pay the development fees specified in the Specific Plan to the City;
19. The design and development restrictions and environmental mitigation measures set forth
in the Specific Plan are intended to address the potential environmental impacts
associated with the construction, operation, maintenance, management, and financing of
the development of the Property;
20. The People of the City of San Diego find that the development of the Property will
provide important public recreational uses, and that the private uses of the Property
further the City’s goals and policies of transit-oriented, mixed use development that
implements the City of Villages Strategy and the City’s greenhouse gas reduction goals;
and
21. Implementation of this Initiative will protect the public health, safety, and welfare, and
enhance the quality of life for the People of the City of San Diego.
B.
Purpose and Intent. The People of the City of San Diego further find and declare that our
purpose and intent in enacting this Initiative is to:
1. (a) Adopt the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan and San Diego River Park and Soccer City Development
Agreement; (b) establish an objective set of legislative standards and a specified process
for the lease and sale option of the Property to implement and enforce the Specific Plan;
(c) make conforming amendments to the General Plan, San Diego Municipal Code,
Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance, and to the Mission Valley and Kearny Mesa
Community Plans; and (d) authorize the City, pursuant to an established set of guiding
legislative policies and minimum requirements, to take any and all actions to permit and
implement the development, construction, operation, maintenance, management, and
private financing of the proposed stadium and mixed-use development project.
2. Take all actions described in subsection (1) regardless of whether any provision of the
Initiative is found to be invalid.
SECTION 3. City of San Diego General Plan Amendments.
A.

Land Use and Community Planning Element Amendments.

The Land Use and Community Planning Element of the General Plan of the City of San Diego is
hereby amended as follows (new language to be inserted into the General Plan is shown as
underlined text, language to be deleted is shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type
reflects the existing General Plan text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Figure LU-2, General Plan Land Use and Street System, on page LU-15, is amended to designate
the Existing Stadium Site and the Existing-Adjacent Property from “Commercial Employment,
Retail, & Services” to “Multiple Use,” and the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site from
“Industrial Employment” to “Commercial Employment, Retail, & Services,” as depicted on page
A-3 of Exhibit A.
B.

Mobility Element Amendments.

The Mobility Element of the General Plan of the City of San Diego is hereby amended as
follows (new language to be inserted into the General Plan is shown as underlined text, language
to be deleted is shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type reflects the existing
General Plan text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Figure ME-1, Transit Land Use Connections, on page ME-4, is amended to re-designate the
Existing Stadium Site and the Existing-Adjacent Property from “Commercial Employment,
Retail, & Services” to “Multiple Use,” and the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site from
“Single Family Residential and Other Uses” to “Commercial,” as depicted on page A-7 of
Exhibit A.
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C.

Economic Prosperity Element Amendments.

The Economic Prosperity Element of the General Plan of the City of San Diego is hereby
amended as follows (new language to be inserted into the General Plan is shown as underlined
text, language to be deleted is shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type reflects the
existing General Plan text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Figure EP-1, Kearny Mesa Industrial and Prime Industrial Land, is amended to remove the
“Other Industrial Land” designation on the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site, as depicted on
page A-11 of Exhibit A.
D.

Recreation Element Amendments.

The Recreation Element of the General Plan of the City of San Diego is hereby amended as
follows (new language to be inserted into the General Plan is shown as underlined text, language
to be deleted is shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type reflects the existing
General Plan text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Figure RE-1, Community Plan Designated Open Space and Parks Map, on page RE-4, is
amended to remove the “Community Park” designation on the eastern side of the Existing
Stadium Site, as depicted on page A-15 of Exhibit A.
E.

Official Zoning Map of the City of San Diego Amendments.

Grid 23 of the Official Zoning Map of the City of San Diego, a copy of which is attached for
informational purposes only at page B-2 of Exhibit B hereto, is amended to change the zoning of
the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site (Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (“APNs”) 421-391-01,
421-391-02, 421-392-01, 421-392-02, 421-392-03, and 421-392-04), the Existing Stadium Site
(APNs 433-250-16, 433-250-19, 433-250-13, and 433-250-14), and the Existing-Adjacent
Property (portions of APNs 433-240-19 and 433-240-23), as set forth on page B-3 of Exhibit B
hereto. By adopting the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan CC-1-3 zoning for the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site, the
voters intend to rescind, and do hereby rescind, the existing IL (industrial) zoning for the
Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site, and to replace that zoning with the San Diego River Park,
Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan CC-1-3 zoning. By adopting
the Mission Valley Planned District-Mission Valley-Multi-Use/Specific Plan (“MVPD-MVM/SP”) zoning for the Existing Stadium Site, the voters intend to rescind, and do hereby rescind,
the existing Mission Valley Planned District-Mission Valley-Commercial Visitor (“MVPD-MVCV”) zoning for the Existing Stadium Site, and to replace that zoning with the San Diego River
Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan MVPD-MV-M/SP
zoning.
Grid 19 of the Official Zoning Map of the City of San Diego, a copy of which is attached for
informational purposes only at page B-5 of Exhibit B hereto, is amended to change the zoning of
the Existing Stadium Site from MVPD-MV-CV to MVPD-MV-M/SP, as set forth on page B-6
of Exhibit B hereto.
SECTION 4. Amendments to Mission Valley Community Plan.
The Mission Valley Community Plan is hereby amended as follows (new language to be inserted
into the Mission Valley Community Plan is shown as underlined text, language to be deleted is
shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type reflects the existing Community Plan
text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Mission Valley Community Plan Amendments table on page ii is amended to include a reference
to the Specific Plan, as depicted on page C-4 of Exhibit C.
Planned Elements Section, Land Use Residential at page 39 is amended as follows:
The Plan (Concept 5) projects a planning area horizon year residential capacity of 15,159
dwelling units or 24,558 residents based upon the 1984 occupancy ratio of 1.62 residents
per dwelling unit. Current population density and development intensity are provided for
in each Specific Plan.
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Planned Elements Section, Land Use Development Guidelines at page 42 is amended as follows:
Residential development should be in the form of generally self-contained areas. The
following proposals are intended to achieve this concept:
3. Employ the Planned Development Permit (PDP) approach to residential and/or
commercial development to encourage a mix of housing types and densities, integration
of commercial uses, and flexibility in site arrangement. Residential use will be allowed
to occur without the use of PDP permit as specified by a Specific Plan or up to a
maximum density of 14 dwelling units to the acre. However, higher densities of up to 73
dwelling units may be obtained through the Planned Development approach. This
approach will ensure residents that higher density development will provide open space
and recreational facilities
…
13. Permit medium- to medium-high density residential developments (up to 73 units per
acre) in conjunction with commercial facilities, through the utilization of PRD/PCD
permits, or as specified by a Specific Plan.
Figure 4, Existing Zoning at page 44 is amended to include the Specific Plan zoning on the
Existing Stadium Site and Existing-Adjacent Property, as depicted on page C-5 of Exhibit C.
Figure 5, Land Use at page 45 is amended to change the Existing Stadium Site and ExistingAdjacent Property zoning designation from “Commercial Recreation” and “Visitor Commercial”
to “Multi-use,” as depicted on page C-9 of Exhibit C.
Planned Elements Section, Land Use Re-Use Development Proposals at page 56 is amended as
follows:
2. Environmental Problems
•

Environmentally sensitive issues should be addressed in each precise
development plan or Specific Plan. These should include but not be limited to the
following: air quality; flood hazards; high quality habitats and adjacent open
space systems; hillside preservation and conservation; carrying capacity of the
local street system and the impact of Jack Murphy San Diego Stadium.

Figure 10, Specific Plan/Multiple Use Areas at page 66 is amended to include the San Diego
River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan, as depicted on
page C-12 of Exhibit C.
Planned Elements Section, Transportation Development Guidelines at page 78 is amended to
include the following footnote:
DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES2
Regional Highways
•

Complete SR-52 and SR-125 to provide an alternate route from East San Diego
County to North San Diego County, and from Southeast San Diego County to
Downtown San Diego (relieving SR-94), and to points north (relieving I-8).

…
2

Specific Plans should provide their own circulation guidelines.

Figure 20, Consolidated Parking Areas at page 97 is amended to remove the Existing Stadium
Site as a potential consolidated parking area, as depicted on page C-14 of Exhibit C.
Plan Elements Section, Open Space Development Guidelines at page 121 is amended as follows:
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•

Design of the wetland buffer and habitat adjacent to the river shall be consistent with the
Land Development Code, Section 142.0101, Environmentally Sensitive Lands and the
Design Guidelines of the San Diego River Park Master Plan, or as addressed by a
Specific Plan.
•

The San Diego River Pathway for pedestrians and bicyclists should be included as
part of the design for all development along the river. The San Diego River Pathway
location and design to be in accordance with the Mission Valley Planned District
Ordinance and be consistent with the meet the San Diego River Park Master Plan
Design Guidelines.

•

All new structures built adjacent to the River should be design to be in accordance
with the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance and be consistent with the meet
the San Diego River Park Master Plan Design Guidelines, or as otherwise regulated
by a Specific Plan.

Plan Elements Section, Development Intensity at page 138 is amended as follows:
The purpose of this element is to establish guidelines for intensity of development in
Mission Valley. The basis for regulating the intensity of development is the finite traffic
capacity on the projected circulation system (freeways and surface streets). This capacity
was determined by a series of traffic forecast studies which established the maximum
feasible vehicular capacity for every freeway, street, intersection and interchange in
Mission Valley.
The San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment
Specific Plan is exempt from this section of the Community Plan. The San Diego River
Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan includes a
traffic impact study and ADT caps which regulates development within the San Diego
River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan Area.
The proposed development intensities are the levels at which the future acceptable
amount of building square footage or number of dwelling units will be determined for
any given parcel. A given number of trips are assigned to each increment of floor area
for each land use. This formula is applied to the various uses listed in the Mission Valley
Vehicle Generation Rates by Land Use Table (Table 3).
Plan Elements Section, Community Facilities at page 153 is amended as follows:
PUBLIC FACILITIES
San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium
Although San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium may be categorized as a commercialrecreational use, it is worthy of separate discussion as a public facility because of its
function, uniqueness, size and impact on the Mission Valley.
The stadium was constructed in 1967 on its 158-acre site at a cost of $27,500,000. It
currently (1984) has a seating capacity of about 60,000. Parking is available for
approximately 17,000 private vehicles and 300 buses. The recent expansion (1984) of
the stadium’s seating capacity and any future expansion of the seating capacity will
require, at the very minimum, an increased emphasis on the use of buses and a deemphasis on private automobiles in order to reduce problems of traffic congestion and
poor air quality. Any expansion or addition of commercial activities other than those
related to normal stadium events, must comply with the development intensity limitations
described in the traffic forecast and the Development Intensity Element of this plan.
An economic feasibility study is being conducted by the City of San Diego Property
Department to determine how City-owned property (the stadium as well as other
properties located between Stadium Way and I-15) might be developed or redeveloped in
the future. For purposes of this Plan, all publicly-owned properties must be retained for
the needed community facilities, until it can be shown that these properties are no longer
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required. In the event there is a surplus of publicly-owned land after all of the needed
community facilities have been provided, the findings and recommendations of this study
should be considered, provided they comply with the goals of this Plan and the
development intensity and land uses proposed for this area.
Plan Elements Section, Community Facilities Development Guidelines at page 155 is amended
as follows:
•

Before publicly-owned land is used for non-public activity, it should be reviewed
and determined to be not necessary for public use, or such non-public activity
otherwise determined to be in furtherance of the City’s goals and policies.

Plan Elements Section, Conservation Noise at page 159 is amended as follows:
The freeways crossing and extending the length of the Valley contribute significantly to
the noise levels there. Events held in San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium also contribute to
noise levels in the eastern section of the community. Currently, only stadium concerts
and firework displays have noise related regulations unless otherwise authorized pursuant
to a Specific Plan or permit. Each of these events may not exceed a 95 decibel average
(measured at the - press level) and must end at a prescribed time unless otherwise
authorized by a Specific Plan or permit. Average noise levels (hourly) for sporting events
(football games and motorcycle racing) have been measured at between 93 and 95
decibels. The noise generated by I-15 between Friars Road and I-8 is 76 decibels at 50
feet from the center of the outside lane, based on a daily traffic count of 57,800. Future
modification to the stadium should take into consideration additional noise abatement
measures. The recent seating expansion project which partially enclosed the southeastern
portion should provide some noise attenuation of stadium events.
Plan Elements Section, Urban Design Landmarks at page 185 is amended as follows:
C. LANDMARKS
Community landmarks such as the Presidio (Serra Museum), Mission San Diego de
Alcala, San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium and the Jack Schrade Bridge (I-805) establish
areas that require special design considerations. These landmarks provide a community
identity and, as such, they should remain highly visible.
Plan Elements Section, Urban Design, Design Guidelines for Landmarks at page 186 is amended
as follows:
•

Development near the Jack Schrade Bridge should use the bridge to frame the
project, perhaps even incorporating some of its form into the design of new
buildings.

•

Development surrounding the San Diego stadium should maintain view corridors
and landscaped areas to enhance the views into this major civic and architectural
landmark.

•

The gateways, or entrances into the community are another type of landmark.
Being crisscrossed by regional freeways, Mission Valley has many of them. Each
should provide a clear view into, as well as through the community. New
development located at these entrances will also become community landmarks,
and should be designed with that thought in mind.

Implementation, Transportation Improvements Phasing at page 207 is amended as follows:
Equivalent Dwelling Units (EDU) have been selected to translate different type of
development into a common denominator. The EDU factor for each type of land use in
Mission Valley is listed in Appendix A. In order to monitor the EDU’s in Mission
Valley, the Valley was divided into twelve sectors, basically along the San Diego River
and the north-south freeways (see Figure A-1, Appendix Section). These sectors were
grouped together according to which street or ramp improvements will be required
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because of development in those areas (Table A-2 and Figure A-2, Appendix Section).
Table A-2 indicates the maximum amount of EDU’s that can be developed within a
group of sectors before certain street improvements are necessary. These EDU totals
exclude any projects that are underway or have approved tentative or final maps or are
within the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment
Specific Plan. If a new project replaces an existing land use, only the difference in
EDU’s between the new and old use should be counted in monitoring total EDU’s.
Notice that some of the groups have several levels of development that require different
road improvements.
Implementation, Legislative Implementation at pages 207-208 is amended as follows:
Zoning legislation in the form of a Development Intensity District ordinance will be
formulated which will regulate the intensity of new development and redevelopment by
establishing relationships with traffic generation factors. Such zoning legislation may
also be formulated through a Specific Plan applicable to a designated area rather than
zoning legislation.
Transfer of Development Rights legislation will be formulated and implemented as part
of the Development Intensity District legislation program or by a Specific Plan.
SECTION 5. Amendment to the Kearny Mesa Community Plan.
The Kearny Mesa Community Plan is hereby amended as follows (new language to be inserted
into the Kearny Mesa Community Plan is shown as underlined text, language to be deleted is
shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type reflects the existing Community Plan
text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Figure 4, Recommended Land Use at page 10 is amended to rezone the Murphy Canyon
Training Facility to General Commercial, as depicted on page D-3 of Exhibit D.
Provisions for Hotel/Motel Development on page 39 are amended as follows:
Hotel/Motel Facilities will require a Planned Commercial Development (PCD) permit to
implement the design recommendations of this Plan and ensure compatibility with the
development regulations of the Montgomery Field Master Plan and the Airport Land Use
Compatibility Plans for Montgomery Field and MCAS Miramar, except those areas
located within the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan Area, which shall allow Hotel development by right. If the
property is industrially zoned, a rezone to an appropriate commercial zone will be
necessary.
Figure 8, Recommended Commercial Land Use on page 40 is amended to designate the Murphy
Canyon Training Facility Site as General Commercial, as depicted on page D-5 of Exhibit D.
Figure 29, Proposed General Plan Land Use Designations on page 110 is amended to designate
the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site as General Commercial, as depicted on page D-7 of
Exhibit D.
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SECTION 6. Amendment to the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance.
The Zoning Map of the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance, a copy of which is attached
for informational purposes only at page E-2 of Exhibit E hereto, is amended to change the
zoning of the Existing Stadium Site and the Existing-Adjacent Property, as set forth on page E-3
of Exhibit E hereto. By adopting the MVCP-MV-M/SP zoning for the Existing Stadium Site
and the Existing-Adjacent Property, the voters intend to rescind, and do hereby rescind, the
existing zoning for the Existing Stadium Site and the Existing-Adjacent Property, and to replace
that zoning with the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment
Specific Plan for MVCP-MV-M/SP zoning.
The Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance is hereby amended as follows (new language to
be inserted into the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance is shown as underlined text,
language to be deleted is shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type reflects the
existing Ordinance text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Article 14, Division 1, section 1514.0103(b) is amended as follows:
(b)

Exemptions
(1)

Projects submitted pursuant to Council adopted specific plans are
exempt from the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance when
the submittal is found to be in substantial conformance with the
approved specific plan (see Section 1514.0202).

(2)

Notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary, the City
Manager may waive the permit requirements for an activity
regulated under the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance
when it is determined that the proposed activity is necessary to
avoid or abate a hazardous or other unsafe condition.

(3)

Public projects that have approved permits to conduct maintenance
work in the Special Flood Hazard Areas are exempt from the
requirements of the River Park Subdistrict.

(4)

The San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan Area shall be exempt from the
Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance.

SECTION 7. Amendment to the San Diego Municipal Code.
The San Diego Municipal Code is hereby amended to add Division 28 to Article 1, Chapter 6 as
follows (new language to be inserted into the San Diego Municipal Code is shown as underlined
text, language to be deleted is shown in strikethrough text, text in regular or bold type reflects the
existing Municipal Code text and is provided for informational/reference purposes):
Article 1: Public Improvement and Assessment Proceedings
Division 28: Existing Stadium Site and Auxiliary Property Ground Lease
§ 61.2801

Purposes

The following are the purposes of this Division.
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(a)

This Division is intended to further the City’s goal of providing a feasible and
fiscally and environmentally responsible path for the redevelopment of the
Existing Stadium Site and the Murphy Canyon Leased Property, including
construction of a Joint Use Stadium, practice fields, ancillary development, and
supporting transit-oriented development without any expenditure or subsidy from
the City. To attract private investment on these properties that would finance and
construct all of the planned development solely at private expense as set forth in
the Specific Plan, this Division is intended to provide a clear objective set of
requirements applicable to potential lessees or purchasers of the Existing Stadium
Site and the Murphy Canyon Leased Property, which has historically been used
by the City to support the uses on the Existing Stadium Site. Furthermore, this
Division is intended to provide a swift, accurate, and centralized process for the
City to review, consider, approve, or reject any application for a Lease of the
Existing Stadium Site and the Murphy Canyon Leased Property, so that potential
lessees can obtain a decision on their application in a predictable period of time.

(b)

The Existing Stadium Site and the Murphy Canyon Leased Property have unique
constraints, challenges, and costs associated with future rehabilitation,
reconstruction, and reuse which make them unlike other City-owned properties in
other areas of the City. Among these constraints are the desire by the City to: (a)
provide an option for the return of a professional football franchise; (b)
accommodate a San Diego State University (“SDSU”) college football program;
(c) provide public community park uses; (d) provide for the cleanup of the
Existing Stadium Site using any applicable settlement agreements that the City has
reached with adjacent landowners; (e) address flood control issues involving a
majority of the Existing Stadium Site; (f) provide for the demolition of the
antiquated Existing Stadium; and (g) provide attractive legislative standards for a
Lease that may be issued by the City to attract a new award of a professional
major league soccer franchise for San Diego. These constraints, challenges, and
costs require the City to approach potential Lease applications with unique and
objective standards to ensure that the City maximizes the number of potential
applications from prospective lessees and the City does not enter into agreements
that address these challenges in a piecemeal or incomplete manner.

(c)

This Division is also necessary to ensure that all of the environmental
considerations and mitigation measures intended to avoid or lessen any potential
environmental impacts contained in the Specific Plan are fully and accurately
reflected in the standards for any Lease of the Property, without the necessity for
the City to repeat the analysis already contained in the Specific Plan, or the
possibility that conflicting environmental measures would be contained in any
Lease that would conflict with the adopted Specific Plan.

(d)

At the time of adoption of this Division, the City faces difficulty in attracting and
retaining major league sports teams due in part to existing complex, uncertain,
and lengthy approval processes for land use decisions and leasing decisions. The
Existing Stadium Site has a history of several unsuccessful reuse and
redevelopment proposals. This Division, combined with the Specific Plan, is
intended to provide a detailed set of legislative standards and procedures that are
available for the consideration of Lease applications for a potential site for such
uses. It is also necessary for the City to reduce uncertainty and delay in
determining the potential legislative standards that may be applied by City
decision makers in reviewing Lease applications, and that may be provided by the
City to prospective developers, lessees, or purchasers to incentivize private risk
capital to pursue acquiring new franchises for major league sports teams, and to
provide an appropriate site for collegiate football and football bowl games.
Providing objective detailed requirements for Lease applications will also
establish an open, public, and transparent process to allow any party to submit an
application meeting a fixed set of standards. These standards are intended to
replace and supersede, with respect to the leasing of the Property, any existing
legislative standards, procedures, and policies that the City has previously adopted
for the leasing of City property.
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Furthermore, this Division is intended to provide detailed legislative provisions
for the objective requirements that must be contained in any Lease agreement to
protect the City from any expenditures or risks associated with the leasing of the
Existing Stadium Site and the Murphy Canyon Leased Property, and ensure that
all of the environmental mitigation measures and planning requirements of the
Specific Plan are met by any potential lessee or purchaser. This Division provides
fixed standards and objective measurements that shall be applied to the proposed
approval or rejection of an application for any Lease within the Specific Plan area,
so that the City’s decision-making in considering such application shall be free of
personal subjective judgment and allow for a ministerial decision to be made
based on objective standards.
The legislative standards set forth in this Division are intended to ensure that any
Lease approved by the Mayor will contain provisions that protect the City’s
interest and ability to obtain the expected Lease benefits, and ensure that the
lessee, sublessees, and potential purchasers of property under any Lease Option
are each required to comply with the standards for development contained in the
Specific Plan. Such legislative standards include the remedies for default that
must be contained in any Lease. These legislative standards are also intended to
ensure that any Lease provides for commercially reasonable requirements for
additional commercial and residential development in compliance with the
Specific Plan, which facilitates the lessee’s ability to generate sufficient funds to
pay for its performance of any Lease obligations to the City.
A key policy for the development of the Property is to assure that no public
subsidy or expenditure is required for development. These requirements for
potential Leases of the Property have been established by this Division so that the
City will not provide subsidies, or be required to make new expenditures, under
the standards of any Lease which the City may subsequently approve under this
Division.
§ 61.2802

Definitions

Each word that is defined in this Division appears in the text of this Division in italicized
letters. Terms defined in the remainder of the Initiative but not defined in this Division
have the meaning given to them in the other portions of the Initiative. For the purpose of
this Division, the following definitions shall apply:
Development means the development allowed and contemplated in the Specific Plan.
Execution Date shall refer to the date that any Lease approved under this Division has
been executed, both by all required officers of the City and by the Qualified Lessee.
Existing-Adjacent Property means the three (3)-acre parcel located immediately north of
Friars Road from the Existing Stadium Site, as described more particularly and depicted
in the Specific Plan.
Existing Stadium shall refer to the stadium building located on the Existing Stadium Site
as of the Initiative Effective Date.
Existing Stadium Site means the property located at or near 9449 Friars Road, San Diego,
California 92108, as described more particularly and depicted in the Specific Plan,
including the Existing-Adjacent Property.
Football Property means a sixteen (16) acre portion of the Existing Stadium Site, the
location of which shall be selected by the Qualified Lessee.
Football Qualified Entity means a professional football team to be located in San Diego.
Initiative means the “San Diego River Park and Soccer City Initiative” adopted on the
Initiative Effective Date.
Initiative Effective Date means the date that the Initiative has become effective.
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Initiative Notice Date means the date the Notice of Intent is filed to circulate the
Initiative.
Joint Use Stadium means a highest level or premier men’s or women’s outdoor
professional soccer league stadium or other outdoor professional sports stadium, which
may under certain circumstances be a joint use facility with collegiate football, as
described in the Specific Plan.
Lease means any lease entered into between a Qualified Lessee and the City in
accordance with this Division.
Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site means the property located at or near 4020
Murphy Canyon Road, San Diego, California 92123, as described more particularly and
depicted in the Specific Plan.
Murphy Canyon Leased Property means the up to twenty (20) acre portion of the Murphy
Canyon Training Facility Site that the Qualified Lessee leases pursuant to any Lease.
The location and size of the Murphy Canyon Leased Property shall be determined by the
Qualified Lessee (but in no event shall exceed twenty (20) acres).
Option means the Qualified Lessee’s option, as provided under any Lease, to purchase up
to 79.9 acres of land on the Existing Stadium Site for Joint Use Stadium uses or for the
development of a highest level or premier professional league soccer or other
professional sports stadium or other uses allowed under the Specific Plan.
Property is comprised of the Murphy Canyon Leased Property, Existing-Adjacent
Property, and the Existing Stadium Site.
Professional Soccer League means a highest level or premier men’s or women’s
professional outdoor soccer league that exists with an active schedule of games among
the franchises, which has generated an aggregate ticket sales during league-qualifying
play in the United States of at least $100 million during the five-year period prior to the
Initiative Effective Date.
Professional Sports League means a highest level or premier professional sports league
such as football, basketball, soccer, or other sport.
Qualified Lessee means an entity that meets the following requirements: the entity shall
be an interested prospective ownership group for the San Diego market (a) who has
submitted an application for a franchise to be located in San Diego from a Professional
Soccer League as part of any such league’s expansion process, and (b) for whom the
governing body of a Professional Soccer League has confirmed that such entity is under
active consideration by any such league for an award of a franchise for San Diego as of
the Initiative Effective Date. In the alternative, a Qualified Lessee may also be any entity
that has been awarded a Professional Soccer League franchise to be located in the San
Diego market. A Qualified Lessee may also be any entity that owns or controls an entity
that meets the definition of Qualified Lessee described in the preceding sentences of this
definition.
Reverter Date means seven (7) years from the Execution Date.
Reverter Right means the right of the City to cancel any Lease under this Division and
take further actions to regain occupancy or ownership of the Property if the Qualified
Lessee fails to complete the construction of the Joint Use Stadium on the Existing
Stadium Site by the date which is seven (7) years from the Execution Date, subject to, and
as further defined within, the provisions of this Division.
River Park means approximately thirty-four (34) acres of open space land at the southern
portion of the Existing Stadium Site that a Qualified Lessee shall set aside for a San Diego
River park/community park, subject to the conditions of this Division.
SDSU means San Diego State University, a public, State of California university.
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Specific Plan means the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan.
Stadium Land means the portion of the Existing Stadium Site on which the Joint Use
Stadium will be constructed.
Term means the period between any Lease’s commencement on the Execution Date and
its expiration, on the ninety-ninth anniversary of the Execution Date, unless any Lease is
terminated prior to that date.
§ 61.2803

Required standards for ground Leases for stadium and ancillary
development approved under this Division

Legislative standards for any Lease of the Property that may be reviewed and approved
by the Mayor based on any application submitted to the Mayor under this Division have
been set forth in this Division to provide a public, organized, and reliable process for
applicants to submit Lease applications under these standards. This Division also
provides legislative standards so that the public may determine whether such applications
meet these Lease standard requirements prior to the execution of any Lease.
The legislative standards and requirements listed in this Division for review, approval
and execution of Lease applications and Leases shall be applicable only to applications
made to the City pursuant to this Division for the Property. Any Lease of the Property
approved by the Mayor under the procedure set forth in this Division shall meet all of the
provisions of this Division.
(a)

Qualified Lessee.
(1)

(b)

Lease Term
(1)

(c)

Any Lease shall provide that the lessee must be a Qualified Lessee to
assure that the Property is developed in a manner that will increase the
opportunity for a new professional sports team to locate in San Diego
using the resources, unique location, and characteristics of the Property.

The Term of any Lease shall be 99 years to provide a Qualified Lessee
with sufficient time to develop and finance the allowed improvements on
the Property, and to allow the City to enjoy the continued benefits of the
completed development under the Specific Plan. No Lease shall contain
any renewal options.

Applicable Requirements for Lease and Redevelopment of Existing Property
(1)

The Mayor shall ensure that any Lease includes both the Existing Stadium
Site and the Murphy Canyon Leased Property on a combined basis to
assure a unified approach in addressing all of the issues and constraints for
the overall Property. The location and size of the Murphy Canyon Leased
Property shall be specified by the applicant for a Lease in any Lease
application, but in no event shall the Murphy Canyon Leased Property
exceed twenty (20) acres.

(2)

Any Lease must provide for a comprehensive multi-use development that
provides for: (a) the redevelopment of the Property; and (b) the
construction, operation, and support of a Joint Use Stadium and other uses
allowed under the Specific Plan, all to support the goals of the Specific
Plan for the comprehensive re-use of the Property. No Lease may be
approved which fails to provide for each of these requirements.

(3)

Any Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee to construct the Joint Use
Stadium to meet the City’s goal of attracting and retaining professional
sports teams without a public subsidy.

(4)

Any Lease shall provide the Qualified Lessee the right to the exclusive use
of the Property, except for the continued temporary use of the Existing
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Stadium as described in this Division to protect the City’s existing leases
and agreements for use of the Existing Stadium.
(5)

Any Lease shall require that the Qualified Lessee design, construct, and
pay for improvements along the street frontages along the perimeter of and
within the Property, including but not limited to curbs, gutters, sidewalks,
street trees, and street lighting to then-current City standards to provide for
adequate access to development and parks or recreational uses on the
Property, as set forth in the Specific Plan. This requirement shall ensure
that all such improvements meet City standards without any City
expenditure, and the opportunity, without any obligation, for the City to
accept such improvements as public streets and sidewalks.

(6)

To meet the City’s important goal of providing additional land that can be
used for local and regional park purposes in the Existing Stadium Site’s
unique location adjacent to the San Diego River, any Lease shall require
that the Qualified Lessee set aside approximately thirty-four (34) acres of
open space land at the southern portion of the Existing Stadium Site for the
River Park. Any Lease shall also require that the Qualified Lessee or an
association of private property owners, lessees, or sublessees established
or organized by the Qualified Lessee shall manage (subject to the City’s
ongoing review), and pay for the ongoing maintenance of the River Park,
so that the City shall not be required to make expenditures to maintain
such land provided for public park purposes. Any Lease shall require that
the River Park be open for public recreational uses during daylight hours
or scheduled public events, in accordance with the Specific Plan.

(7)

To address the need to obtain necessary permits that the City as owner of
the Property requires from other government agencies for the construction
and modification of land to be used for River Park purposes in an
expeditious manner without an expenditure by the City, any Lease
approved shall meet the following requirements:
(A)

The Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee, and the City as owner
of the Property, to both diligently pursue any state and federal
permits necessary to construct the River Park, subject to any
applicable restrictive use agreement with the United States.

(B)

Such pursuit by the City shall not require any expenditure by the
City, and the Qualified Lessee shall advance any funds reasonably
required by the City to perform such pursuit. Qualified Lessee
shall submit applications for any required permits within 120 days
of the Execution Date.

(C)

If such permits are obtained within eighteen (18) months of the
Execution Date, then the Qualified Lessee or Qualified Lessee's
designee shall construct the River Park as contemplated in the
Specific Plan, provided, however, that Qualified Lessee shall not
be required to expend more than $40,000,000 (subject to reduction
pursuant to Section 61.2804 below) for the permitting, grading,
and construction of such River Park.

(D)

If such permits are not obtained within eighteen (18) months of the
Execution Date, then the Qualified Lessee shall, at the City’s
option, deposit the funding for the River Park with the City, in an
amount no greater than $40,000,000 (subject to reduction pursuant
to Section 61.2804 below), and shall retain the River Park area as
open space until such time as construction of the River Park may
commence.

(E)

The City may, in its sole discretion, elect to utilize such funds at
any time after such funds are deposited to construct the River Park
on the Existing Stadium Site.
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(F)

If the City elects to construct the River Park, the City shall enter
into an appropriate agreement with the Qualified Lessee to provide
for appropriate access and indemnity to allow for the City’s
construction without disturbing other development on the Existing
Stadium Site.

(8)

To ensure that the additional parks specified in the Specific Plan are
constructed without expenditure or subsidy by the City, any Lease shall
also require the construction of approximately twelve (12) acres of active
use fields and neighborhood parks that will be maintained and operated
through a joint agreement with the City and the Qualified Lessee, or a
Qualified Lessee’s assignee or designee.

(9)

To ensure that no City funds are required to be expended for maintenance
of the Property, any Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee to maintain,
or cause others to maintain, the Property, with the exception of the
Existing Stadium during the City’s temporary usage period, any
infrastructure or equipment installed by the City or third parties pursuant
to the existing third party settlement agreements that the City may have for
cleanup of contamination on the Property, and any City-owned or
operated utilities. To also accomplish the legislative policy of ensuring
that the City shall not be obligated to expend funds for maintenance, any
Lease shall also require the Qualified Lessee to maintain all streets and
utilities on the Property, unless the City in is sole discretion has accepted
them for dedication or ownership.

(10)

Any Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee to pay prevailing wages for
construction of the Joint Use Stadium to further the City’s policy goal of
having major sports facilities built with the payment of prevailing wage.

(11)

To implement the City’s policy goal of providing affordable housing, any
Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee to construct and provide for: (i)
the greater of ten (10) percent of dwelling units on the Existing Stadium
Site or eighty (80) dwelling units as affordable to and occupied by
“targeted rental households” (as used in San Diego Municipal Code
Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 13); or (ii) equivalent for-sale affordable
residential units. To further this goal of providing affordable housing, the
Qualified Lessee under any Lease shall take all other steps necessary to
satisfy San Diego Municipal Code Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 13,
including consenting to the recordation of any required Declaration of
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions. This requirement shall apply
from and after the tenth anniversary of the effective date of any Lease.

(12)

Any Lease shall require the payment of development and building permit
fees in compliance with the Specific Plan.

(13)

Any Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee to provide a pedestrian
connection to the existing light rail transit center at the southern portion of
the Existing Stadium Site, as described in the Specific Plan.

(14)

Any Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee to provide accommodation
for a potential future alignment of the proposed “Purple Line” trolley in
the eastern portion of the Existing Stadium Site, as described in the
Specific Plan.

(15)

Any Lease shall provide that the City shall at all times retain ownership of
the land underneath designated access routes and private streets located
within the Property as they are established under the Specific Plan. The
costs of constructing any street and utilities on the Property to serve the
Property shall be paid solely by the Qualified Lessee, and all
improvements shall be inspected by the City to ensure that they meet City
standards. Qualified Lessee shall pay for its share of off-site
improvements as provided in the Specific Plan. The Qualified Lessee
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shall construct any private streets on the Existing Stadium Site in
accordance with City standards. The City may, in its sole discretion,
accept for dedication or dedicate the designated access routes and private
streets constructed by the Qualified Lessee on the Existing Stadium Site as
public streets.
(16)

Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee shall pay the City the
amounts specified in the Specific Plan for the specified off-site planned
street and interchange improvements as provided in the Specific Plan,
should the City decide, in its sole discretion, to construct the
improvements.

(17)

To further the City’s policy of having the option in the future to accept
access routes and streets as public facilities, any Lease shall include the
following requirement. If, during the Term of any Lease, the Qualified
Lessee owns any portion of the Property that lies within an access route or
street planned and constructed by Qualified Lessee, the Qualified Lessee
shall provide an offer of dedication upon the City’s request for the
designated access route and potential streets to be constructed within such
portion of the Property under the provisions of the Specific Plan. If
accepted by the City, the Qualified Lessee shall convey the public right-ofway to the City through the recordation of an offer of dedication.

(18)

The development permitted by any Lease may not violate any state or
federal regulatory requirements. Should any portion of the development
permitted by any Lease require the approval of any state or federal agency,
the parties to any Lease shall cooperate in good faith to obtain such
approvals, provided that any pursuit by the City shall not require any
expenditure by the City, and the Qualified Lessee shall advance any funds
reasonably required by the City to perform such pursuit. The Qualified
Lessee may at any time proceed with those portions of the Development
permitted by any Lease which do not require such approvals.

(19)

Any Lease shall entitle the Qualified Lessee to occupy the Property. This
requirement is intended to ensure that the Qualified Lessee has the ability
to obtain financing for its improvements, and to grant subleases for the
Property as otherwise provided in this Division.

(20)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Division, any Lease shall
specify that the Joint Use Stadium shall be privately owned and no City
funds shall be utilized, nor shall City bonds be issued, for its construction
and operation. It is also a requirement that under any Lease approved
pursuant to this Division, the City shall not use any public funds to pay for
any:

(21)

(A)

Joint Use Stadium construction costs;

(B)

Joint Use Stadium cost overruns; or

(C)

Joint Use Stadium operating costs, maintenance or capital
improvement expenses.

Any Lease shall not obligate the City to expend municipal funds and shall
provide that if an expenditure of funds is required by the City to perform
any other obligation that is not otherwise reimbursable to the City from a
third party under existing agreements with such third parties for
redevelopment or cleanup of the Property, the City shall instead give
notice to the Qualified Lessee of the requirement for such funds, and shall
request that the Qualified Lessee provide an advance for such funds to
prevent the expenditure by the City. If the Qualified Lessee fails to
advance such funds within ninety (90) days of written notice from the
City, the City shall be relieved of the obligation to perform such obligation
under any Lease approved under this Division.
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(d)

(22)

To prevent any potential for subsidy of operation of the Joint Use
Stadium, any Lease approved under this Division shall require that the
City be reimbursed for reasonable costs incurred by the City in providing
game/event-day public safety and traffic management related to Joint Use
Stadium events. At the City’s option, the reimbursement may be provided
by means of the advancement of a reasonable payment to cover the City’s
anticipated costs prior to the City’s obligation to pay such costs.

(23)

To protect the City from liability and from claims from third parties based
on a Lease of the Property, any Lease shall provide that the agreement
between the Qualified Lessee and the City does not create a joint venture
or partnership, and that there are no third party beneficiaries to the Lease.

(24)

Subject to the City’s discretion under state law to modify or vacate
easements, any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee and the City
may cooperate to modify or vacate easements on the Property (other than
easements of the City of San Diego or any utility department of the City of
San Diego for which the City retains its full regulatory discretion), so that
development may proceed on the Property.

(25)

To assist in financing of the Joint Use Stadium and further the legislative
purpose of attracting a new professional sports team to San Diego, any
Lease shall require that the City execute such additional documents and
provide such additional interests in the Existing Stadium Site as may be
requested by the Qualified Lessee to facilitate the sale of personal seat
licenses to attendees of professional or collegiate sporting events or other
events by the Qualified Lessee, so long as the Mayor determines that such
actions by the City do not require the expenditure of City funds and do not
subject the City to any additional liability.

(26)

If requested by the Qualified Lessee, the Mayor may, but is not obligated
to, depart from any legislative standard and requirements for potential
Leases set forth in this Division in order to satisfy the requirements of an
applicable professional sports league or otherwise facilitate the
development of the Property in accordance with the Specific Plan,
provided that the Mayor determines that such modifications shall not
prevent the City from receiving fair market value for any Lease pursuant
to this Division or require any expenditure by the City. No such
modification shall delete, modify, or add to the environmental mitigation
measures, standards, and requirements contained in the Specific Plan.

Option for Professional Football and SDSU Football Uses
(1)

Any Lease shall require the Qualified Lessee to reserve the sixteen (16)
acre Football Property, the location of which shall be selected by the
Qualified Lessee. This reservation shall support the City’s goal of
attracting a new professional football team to San Diego. This reservation
must be accompanied by specific terms and conditions which protect the
interests of the City, the prospective Football Qualified Entity and the
Qualified Lessee. Therefore, any Lease shall contain the following
requirements to balance these interests.
(A)

The Qualified Lessee shall (i) offer to sublease the Football
Property to a Football Qualified Entity on terms acceptable to the
Qualified Lessee or (ii) if the Qualified Lessee and the Football
Qualified Entity fail to agree on such terms, subject to the
Qualified Lessee’s receipt of the value of the termination of any
Lease with respect to the Football Property, the Qualified Lessee
shall offer to terminate any Lease with respect to the Football
Property concurrently with the sale or lease of the Football
Property by the City to such Football Qualified Entity.
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(B)

Any option to sublease, lease or purchase the Football Property
shall terminate after the date that is five (5) years after the
Initiative Effective Date.

(C)

If the option expires without exercise, the Qualified Lessee shall
have no further obligation to reserve the sixteen (16) acre portion,
or any other obligations under this subdivision.

(2)

It shall be a requirement of any Lease that any sale described in clause
(d)(1) above shall be subject to a public vote. Such public vote shall
constitute any public vote required by the City Charter, if applicable. This
shall ensure the City’s requirement that there be no sale of City property
of eighty (80) acres or more at any time during the term of any Lease or
otherwise, without a public vote of approval. The City may schedule such
a vote at any time, including prior to the exercise of the option for the
Football Property.

(3)

It shall be a requirement of any Lease that to utilize the Football Property,
(a) the Football Qualified Entity must have received all necessary permits
and approvals to construct a stadium and all other improvements intended
to be constructed by such Football Qualified Entity and locate a
professional football team in San Diego, (b) to the extent SDSU collegiate
football games have not been accommodated in the Joint Use Stadium, the
City must determine that the professional football franchise has made an
appropriate effort to accommodate SDSU collegiate football games in the
proposed stadium, and (c) the Football Qualified Entity’s development
and operation of the Football Property shall not materially and
unreasonably interfere with Qualified Lessee’s use of the Existing Stadium
Site.

(4)

It shall be a requirement of any Lease that if the Football Qualified Entity
has obtained ownership or a sublease of the Football Property, then it
shall use the Football Property only for the construction and operation of
a football stadium and ancillary uses, such as parking. To further this
requirement and to prevent the land from being used for purposes which
conflict with the City’s goals for the Property, any Lease (and any
sublease or deed to the Football Qualified Entity) shall provide that if the
land is used for any other purpose, the Football Property shall, at the
election of the Qualified Lessee, revert to the Qualified Lessee (or to the
City if the Qualified Lessee’s Lease has terminated), either by termination
of the sublease, or by reversion if the land is purchased (in which case, at
the election of the Qualified Lessee, any Lease shall be deemed restored
with respect to the Football Property).

(5)

The City must establish in advance the objective economic standards and
requirements that will be applied by the City to any submitted application
for the potential use of the Property for a professional football team, in
addition to the other uses provided for under the Specific Plan. Such
specific standards must be established to attract a potential professional
football team and to prevent any subsidy or expenditure by the City in
connection with such use. Any Lease shall not leave such economic
standards at the discretion of the lessee of the Property. In order to
provide an objective, clear, and fixed method for the determination of the
costs of using the Property for the potential return of a professional
football team, any Lease shall set forth the exact standards for determining
the costs of a sublease or purchase of the site for such football uses. To
implement these legislative goals, the following specific requirements
must be included in any Lease approved by the Mayor under this Division:
(A)

Any Lease shall specify that (i) the Football Property’s sublease
rent or (ii) the value of the termination of any Lease with respect to
the Football Property, as applicable, shall be the fair market rental
or termination value, as determined by an independent panel of
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three appraisers, paid for by the Football Qualified Entity, taking
into account the value of the Property’s finished condition, any
improvements constructed on the Football Property, pro rata
obligations for the construction of streets and rights of way, and
the development potential for alternative uses of the site set forth
in the Specific Plan; provided, however, in no event shall such fair
market rental or termination value be less than the aggregate
amount expended by the Qualified Lessee to improve the Football
Property.
(B)

(e)

The Qualified Lessee and the Football Qualified Entity shall each
appoint one appraiser, and such appraisers shall appoint a neutral
third appraiser. Upon the consummation of any such sublease or
termination of any Lease with respect to the Football Property as
part of a purchase by the Football Qualified Entity, an amount
equal to such fair market rental or termination value, together with
all costs and expenses of the Qualified Lessee in connection with
any such transaction, shall be paid by the Football Qualified Entity
to the Qualified Lessee.

Continued Operation and Orderly Demolition and Removal of the Existing
Stadium
(1)

The City faces a large unfunded cost for the continued maintenance and
operation of the Existing Stadium. The City also faces a large unfunded
cost for demolition of the Existing Stadium. The location of the Existing
Stadium in the center of the Existing Stadium Site makes any future
rehabilitation, grading, and flood control improvements of the Existing
Stadium Site extremely difficult and costly. An additional consideration is
that the City has existing leases and agreements for use of the Existing
Stadium that continue until approximately 2018. The City intends to
address these costs and considerations through a comprehensive plan of
redevelopment set forth in the Specific Plan, and orderly demolition and
removal of the Existing Stadium to allow such redevelopment to occur. At
the same time, the City desires to accomplish these goals without subsidy
or expenditure by the City. Correspondingly, the City intends to assure
that all of these requirements are set forth in an objective manner through
legislation, along with requirements that prevent any obligations placed on
any Qualified Lessee from rendering development of the Property
economically infeasible, burdensome or unattractive to potential lessees.

(2)

In addition to the other reasons set forth in this Division, the City must
remain an owner of all or a portion of the Property or a beneficiary of the
covenant(s) imposed upon any sale, in order to maintain control of the
Property for the duration of any Lease to assure that the City plans for
continued operation and orderly demolition and removal of the Existing
Stadium are effectuated. The limited Option provided in this Division also
contains provisions which assure the implementation of the Specific Plan.
Premature sale or disposition of the Property would threaten these goals
and requirements. As a result, these standards and requirements must be
met by any Lease entered into by the City pursuant to this Division.

(3)

Any Lease shall require that the City shall retain all responsibility for the
operation and maintenance of the Existing Stadium until the Qualified
Lessee is required to demolish the Existing Stadium under any Lease,
subject to reasonable standards and conditions. Such responsibility shall
be provided for in any Lease pursuant to this Division in compliance with
the following standards:
(A)

During the City’s continued operation and maintenance of the
Existing Stadium until the demolition of the Existing Stadium, the
City shall not:
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(1)

Except for any Lease with the Qualified Lessee, enter into
any new leases or agreements or modifications of existing
leases or arrangements with respect to the Existing Stadium
that: (i) extend beyond the later of December 31, 2020, or
thirty (30) days following substantial completion of the
Joint Use Stadium; or (ii) otherwise adversely affect the
Qualified Lessee’s rights under any Lease;

(2)

Materially interfere with the use of the Property by the
Qualified Lessee, or materially increase Qualified Lessee’s
costs in connection with the development of the Property;
or

(3)

Allow the creation of any new liens or other encumbrances
affecting the Existing Stadium or the Property, except as
otherwise permitted by this subsection (A).

(B)

The City shall continue to retain its existing responsibility for costs
or damage caused or associated with ongoing operations related to
the Existing Stadium prior to the demolition of the Existing
Stadium, and the burden of such costs shall not be shifted from the
City to the Qualified Lessee under the standards of any Lease.

(C)

Any Lease shall not preclude the City from honoring all existing
leases and agreements entered into by the City with third parties
that exist prior to the Lease Execution Date, and any Lease shall
ensure that the City shall be able to continue to honor such existing
agreements.

(4)

Any Lease shall require that during the City’s continued control of the
Existing Stadium prior to the date of the demolition of the Existing
Stadium, the City and its lessees shall have the right to access sufficient
parking to accommodate such uses, as may be determined by the Mayor
based upon prior agreements or objective parking standards.

(5)

Any Lease shall require that college football games may continue pursuant
to existing leases until the expiration or earlier termination of such
existing leases.

(6)

Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee may request reasonable
modifications to the City’s use of the Existing Stadium in an effort to
minimize the impact on the Qualified Lessee and the Property, and the
City may proceed with any reasonable modifications that are so proposed
if the Mayor determines that such modification would not have a material
adverse financial cost for the City.

(7)

Any Lease shall contain the following requirements regarding demolition
of the Existing Stadium to protect the City from any subsidy or
expenditure, and to provide reasonable economic standards to allow the
Qualified Lessee to carry out this obligation. The Qualified Lessee shall
conduct and pay for the orderly demolition of the Existing Stadium from
the Property after the expiration of the existing leases for the Existing
Stadium and the Qualified Lessee’s receipt of all permits and approvals
required to demolish the Existing Stadium. The City shall promptly notify
the Qualified Lessee upon the expiration of the existing leases for the
Existing Stadium. No demolition shall occur until all agreements and
leases, entered into by the City prior to the execution of any Lease,
requiring the continued operation of the Existing Stadium, have expired or
been terminated by the City.
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(f)

Price
(1)

Any Qualified Lessee shall be required under any Lease to pay what the
Mayor determines to be the fair market value for a leasehold interest of the
Property (including specified conditional options for future purchase), as
of the Initiative Notice Date, as described in this subsection (f).

(2)

The Mayor shall determine the fair market value of a leasehold interest
created by a 99-year lease of the Property, including specified conditional
options for future purchase of 79.9 acres of the Property (with option
exercise and other lease terms similar to those provided in this Division
for any Lease), with a date of value that is the date of Initiative Notice
Date. This determination of fair market value is intended to be based on a
value of the Property that does not consider any later effect on value
caused by the adoption of the new zoning and other development
standards included in the Specific Plan, which only apply to the Property
after the adoption of the Initiative. The Mayor may use such financial and
cost factors as the Mayor deems appropriate in the Mayor’s discretion to
make the determination of the fair market value of a leasehold interest that
meets the requirements of this Division. In determining the appropriate
factors to use, the Mayor may consider the following factors:
(A)

An independent appraisal or appraisals of the fair market value of
the Property which considers the physical condition of the
Property as of the Initiative Notice Date together with the zoning
for the Property and other permits and approvals for development,
as of the Initiative Notice Date with respect to the Property. Any
appraisal submitted by an applicant for a Lease shall be made
available to the public upon submittal to the City.

(B)

Any appraisal shall consider the physical condition of the Property
as of the Initiative Notice Date which may include:

(C)

(1)

The existing contamination of the Property, as well as the
value and obligations of any agreement made by the City
for remediation of such contamination to a prospective
lessee;

(2)

The potential for flooding of the Property and its
classification on Federal Emergency Management Agency
flooding maps;

(3)

Biological habitat and any agreements made by the City
regarding the preservation of habitat on the Property;
and/or

(4)

The presence of the Existing Stadium and the future value
or costs related to its potential to generate leases under
current leases or other continued use, and potential costs of
preservation, rehabilitation or demolition of such stadium
related to any consideration of potential future
development.

A Lease benefit and burden adjustment, if any, based upon the
present discounted value of future benefits and additional
obligations placed upon the lessee for any Lease by the Initiative
that may affect the fair market value of the leasehold interest, but
only to the extent that such costs were not already considered in
the determination of fair market value of the Property as of the
Initiative Notice Date as described above, to adjust for:
(1)

The costs of demolition and removal of the Existing
Stadium;
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(g)

(2)

The economic impact on the any lessee of providing for a
reversion right similar to the Reverter Right required for
any Qualified Lessee;

(3)

The economic burden of the requirements in any lease for
the involvement of potential third parties on the Property,
such as SDSU or a Football Qualified Entity such as is
required by this Division for any Qualified Lessee;

(4)

The economic benefit of an option, such as the Option
provided for under this Division; and/or

(5)

Other extraordinary costs or benefits of the terms of a lease
meeting the legislative standards of this Division that
impose costs or burdens and provide for benefits that go
beyond the costs normally required for development or
redevelopment of the Property, or benefits normally
provided by any such lease.

(3)

If the Mayor determines that the fair market value of any Lease (inclusive
of any Option) is a negative number, any Lease rent price shall
nonetheless be ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00). In addition, one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00) shall be paid as separate, nonrefundable
consideration for any Option described in this Division.

(4)

Any proceeds received by the City under any Lease from the Qualified
Lessee, any sublessee, and any purchaser of any portion of the Property
shall be allocated by the Mayor between all applicable City funds,
including, without limitation, the City’s General Fund and the City’s
Water Utilities Fund or funds for public improvements, in compliance
with all City Charter provisions, ordinances, resolutions, and policies. In
addition, the Mayor or the City Council may also provide for the transfer
of funds between various City funds and accounts as may be required
based upon the City’s past expenditures to purchase portions of the
Property, the City’s past operation of the Property, and the City’s
execution of any Lease.

(5)

Payment of the rent for the Term of the Lease shall be due as a single, lumpsum amount within thirty (30) days of the Execution Date of any Lease.

Option to Purchase
(1)

Any Lease shall provide the Qualified Lessee with the option to purchase
up to 79.9 acres of land on the Existing Stadium Site for Joint Use Stadium
uses or for development of a highest level or premier professional soccer
or other professional sports stadium or other uses allowed under the
Specific Plan (the “Option”). The Option may be exercised multiple times
with respect to portions of the Existing Stadium Site; provided, that the
Qualified Lessee shall not exercise the Option with respect to more than an
aggregate of 79.9 acres of the Existing Stadium Site. The property subject
to the Option may consist of one or more parcels of noncontiguous land, to
be selected by the Qualified Lessee from time to time as specified in this
Division. The portion of the Property that is the subject of an exercise of
the Option shall be the “Option Land.”

(2)

Qualified Lessee may not exercise any Option until the Reverter Right has
expired.

(3)

Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee may exercise its rights
to exercise an Option from time to time by providing a formal letter of
intent to exercise such Option to purchase Option Land. Each such notice
shall clearly define the Option Land intended for purchase.
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(4)

Any Lease shall provide that the exercise fee for each exercise of the
Option shall be an amount equal to $1,000, plus additional consideration
in an amount equal to: (i) the difference in fair market value between the
land purchased in fee title as of the option exercise date; and (ii) the fair
market value of the leasehold interest in the land under the remaining
years of the 99 year lease at the time of any option exercise. The exercise
fee and reasonable transaction costs of the City shall be paid at the time
that title to such portion of the Property is transferred pursuant to the
Option.

(5)

Any Lease shall provide that once the sale is consummated, any Lease
shall cease to apply to the Option Land (other than with respect to
environmental obligations that expressly survive the termination of any
Lease) and the Qualified Lessee shall be relieved of all obligations with
respect to the Option Land, with the exception of the recorded covenant
described in this Division, and provided that any outstanding Lease
obligations related to the construction of improvements on the Option
Land shall continue to be the responsibility of the Qualified Lessee after
such purchase.

(6)

Prior to the sale of any Option Land, the City shall be entitled to record a
covenant, running with the land, in favor of the City, obligating the
purchaser and subsequent owners for the remaining duration of any Lease,
to comply with all of the environmental mitigation measures of the
Specific Plan (as such Specific Plan provides by its terms as of the
Initiative Effective Date), that are specifically applicable to the Option
Land being sold. Such covenant shall ensure that the City retains the
ability to implement those provisions of the Specific Plan for the duration
of any Lease, to further the City’s goal of conducting and supervising a
comprehensive plan of redevelopment for the Property throughout the
term of any Lease. Upon request at the time of any Option exercise, the
Mayor may modify such covenant to refer to the Specific Plan as it may be
amended as of the date of any Option exercise.

(7)

Proceeds from any purchase and sale of the Property or a portion thereof
shall be allocated by the Mayor between all applicable City funds,
including, without limitation, the City’s General Fund and the City’s
Water Utilities Fund or funds for public improvements, in compliance
with all City Charter provisions, ordinances, resolutions, and policies.

(8)

Any Lease shall provide that no Option may be exercised unless the
acquisition of the Option Land complies with the Subdivision Map Act, or
any exception to the Subdivision Map Act that may be applicable to such
sale of property.

(9)

Any Lease shall provide that an Option may be assigned, in whole or in
part, to any sublessee of any portion of the Property; provided that if the
Qualified Lessee terminates the sublease with such sublessee, the assigned
Option shall revert to the Qualified Lessee without the need for any further
action by the parties.

(10)

Nothing in any Lease shall preclude the City from performing a land swap
of lands purchased with funds from the City’s General Fund with any
portion of the Property that now may be owned by the Water Utilities
Department, provided that the Qualified Lessee’s rights under any Lease
shall not be adversely affected thereby.

(11)

Any Lease shall provide that the deed conveying any portion of the
Property conveyed pursuant to an Option shall grant easements for
ingress, egress, and utilities over all roads, driveways, accessways, paths,
and utility corridors, whether existing at the time of the Execution Date of
the Lease or thereafter created, which provide access or utilities to and
from such portion of the Property.
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(h)

Termination/Reverter
(1)

(2)

(i)

The City intends that it be protected from any lessee’s default and failure
to construct the Joint Use Stadium as contemplated in the Specific Plan,
while at the same time providing reasonable protections to allow any
lessee to proceed with overall development. Therefore, any Lease
approved by the City pursuant to this Division shall contain provisions
that ensure that a Reverter Right can be exercised by the City on the
following standards:
(A)

If the Qualified Lessee fails to complete the construction of the
Joint Use Stadium on the Existing Stadium Site by the Reverter
Date, then the City shall have the Reverter Right to (i) terminate
any Lease (subject to any non-disturbance agreement with any
sublessee of any portion of the Property, other than the Stadium
Land) and (ii) cause the ownership of any land transferred by the
City under the Option to revert to the City.

(B)

The Reverter Date shall be tolled and extended day-for-day for: (i)
force majeure; (ii) any delay by the City in the performance of its
obligations under any Lease; (iii) any period of litigation over the
validity of any Lease and Option or the transactions contemplated
therein or in the Specific Plan, until any such litigation shall be
concluded by a final, non-appealable judgment upholding any
Lease and Option and the transactions contemplated therein and in
the Specific Plan; (iv) conditions of the Property which were
unknown to the City or the Qualified Lessee as of the Effective
Date that delays the construction of the Joint Use Stadium; (v)
change in municipal, state, or federal law that delays the
construction of the Joint Use Stadium; or (vi) failure of the City or
any other governmental agency to issue permits for the
construction of the Joint Use Stadium within a reasonable period of
time.

(C)

If the Reverter Right has not been terminated, then between one
hundred fifty (150) and ninety (90) days before the Reverter Date,
the City shall provide the Qualified Lessee with a written reminder
of the Reverter Date.

Any Lease shall provide that the Reverter Right shall terminate upon the
earliest to occur of (i) the completion of the Joint Use Stadium; (ii) the
first anniversary of the Reverter Date, provided that the Qualified Lessee
has provided the City written notice of the occurrence of the Reverter Date
within thirty (30) days after the occurrence of the Reverter Date; or (iii)
delivery by the Qualified Lessee of financial information or assurances
which the Mayor determines provides the City with adequate assurance
that the Qualified Lessee shall complete construction of the Joint Use
Stadium on or before the Reverter Date.

Assignment; Subletting
(1)

Any Lease pursuant to this Division shall meet the following standards to
ensure that (i) the City is protected from subleasing under circumstances
that may adversely affect its continuing regulatory interest in the Property
and ability to enforce the obligations of the Qualified Lessee, while at the
same time (ii) assuring that the Qualified Lessee has the opportunity to
sublease the Property under certain standards and conditions that are
economically viable and commercially reasonable for the Qualified
Lessee, in order to attract third party investment, financing and
construction of the portions of the Property that the Specific Plan has
designated for development to accomplish the City’s objectives in the
Specific Plan. To provide for an appropriate balance of these competing
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legislative purposes, the above purposes shall be implemented by the
following requirements for Leases approved pursuant to this Division.
(2)

Any Lease shall provide or allow for assignment, subletting, subsubletting, licensing, and other occupancy of all or a portion of the
Property for the purpose of development consistent with the Specific Plan.
Without limiting the foregoing, any Lease shall contain an
acknowledgement from the City that the Stadium Land may be subleased
by the Qualified Lessee to a sublessee for the purpose of facilitating the
development and construction of the Joint Use Stadium.

(3)

Any Lease shall require that if any sublease(s) of all or a portion of the
Property are entered into, then, upon the request of Qualified Lessee or the
applicable sublessee, the City shall execute a commercially reasonable
nondisturbance agreement with the sublessee(s) within ten (10) days
following such request, subject to satisfaction of the following
requirements:
(A)

Such agreement must provide that the sublessee will attorn to the
City if the City acquires the sublessor’s interest under such
sublease, and either (i) the rent received by the sublessor under
such sublease must be the fair market rental rate of the subleased
property paid no less frequently than on an annual basis, or (ii) the
sublease is for the Stadium Land; or

(B)

The City must be otherwise satisfied that the City’s continuing
interest in the Property is protected.

Notwithstanding this subsection, any sublease for the Stadium Land shall
be subject to the Reverter Right.
(4)

(j)

Any Lease shall provide that no sublease shall relieve the Qualified
Lessee’s obligations with respect to the improvements to be constructed on
the subleased land under such sublease. No sublessee under any sublease
shall be required to perform the obligations of the Qualified Lessee under
any Lease, except that the direct sublessee of the Stadium Land shall be
required, jointly and severally with the Qualified Lessee, to construct the
Joint Use Stadium.

Environmental
(1)

Any Lease shall permit and require that the City take all actions required
under any existing agreement between the City and third parties to clean
up, rehabilitate, redevelop, and remediate the contamination that exists on
the Existing Stadium Site. This provision is required in any Lease so that
the City does not affect its existing agreements, and can continue to
receive the benefits of those agreements with respect to the Existing
Stadium Site.
So that any prospective lessee who may desire to submit a Lease
application to the City under this Division may expect that it can rely upon
the City’s plans for cleanup, remediation, and redevelopment of the
potential leased property, any Lease shall provide that the City shall not
modify or terminate, and shall continue to perform its obligations under
such existing third party agreements.
Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee shall, if required by
such third party agreements, allow representatives of any third party to
enter into the Property and implement the remediation and risk mitigation
measures that may be designed and constructed as part of the
redevelopment of the Property.
Nothing in this Division shall alter any of the provisions or obligations set
forth in any such third party agreements.
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(k)

(2)

Any Lease shall require that the Qualified Lessee agree not to take any
actions to further contaminate or exacerbate the existing contamination on
the Property.

(3)

To ensure that an appropriate allocation of responsibility is made among
the City, any lessee, and any third parties with agreements with the City
with respect to contamination, and to protect the City from any additional
responsibility for addressing such contamination or remediation of the
Property, to the extent required to implement the development under the
Specific Plan, any Lease shall contain the following standards and
requirements for allocating such responsibility:
(A)

Contamination caused or created by the Qualified Lessee shall be
the responsibility of the Qualified Lessee;

(B)

Contamination addressed in third party agreements shall continue
to be the responsibility of such third parties or the City as set forth
in those agreements;

(C)

Contamination disclosed in any environmental impact document
given to the Qualified Lessee by the City prior to the Execution
Date of any Lease, other than any contamination or remediation
addressed in any existing third party agreement, shall be the
responsibility of the Qualified Lessee if such contamination is
required to be addressed to implement the development under the
Specific Plan;

(D)

Contamination at the time of the Execution Date of any Lease that
is not addressed in (A), (B), or (C) above shall continue to be the
responsibility of the City, just as if there were no Lease of the
Property, provided that if any of the Qualified Lessee’s obligations
under any Lease require that such contamination be addressed, the
Qualified Lessee may be excused from performance until the City
performs its responsibility;

(E)

Contamination not addressed in (A)-(D) above that occurs after the
execution date of any Lease shall be the responsibility of the
Qualified Lessee (other than future contamination created after the
Qualified Lessee has surrendered the Property to the City), if such
contamination is required to be addressed to implement the
development under the Specific Plan; and

(F)

Any obligations under any Lease as described in this subsection
shall survive the termination of any Lease (including the
termination of any Lease with respect to any portion of the
Property that is purchased pursuant to the standards of any Lease).

Indemnification
(1)

To protect the City from liability and to prevent the City from providing
any subsidy for development, any Lease shall require that the Qualified
Lessee shall agree to indemnify, defend, and protect City and City’s
interest in the Property, and all parts thereof, from any claims resulting
from:
(A)

The conduct, activities, or omissions by the Qualified Lessee, or
the Qualified Lessee’s agents, contractors, invitees, or licensees on
the Property, including, without limitation, any contractor and its
subcontractors;

(B)

Occurrences on the Property during the Term of any Lease,
including without limitation, claims arising or relating to any
defects in design, materials, or workmanship in connection with
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the development of the Property or from death or injury to person
or property; or
(C)
(2)

Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee agrees to pay reasonable
attorneys’ fees, costs, charges, and other expenses which the City may
incur in negotiating, settling, defending, and otherwise protecting the City
from and against such claims.

(3)

Any Lease shall also provide that, notwithstanding the foregoing, the
foregoing indemnity shall be subject to all limitations, provisions, and
obligations set forth elsewhere in any Lease and shall not extend to any
claims arising out of or relating to:

(4)
(l)

The Qualified Lessee’s breach of any Lease.

(A)

The conduct, activities, or omissions by the City or any of its
agents, employees, contractors, lessees, invitees, or licensees on or
about the Property;

(B)

Any obligation required to be performed by the City under any
Lease or applicable law; or

(C)

Any breach of the City’s obligations under any Lease.

The provisions of this Section shall survive the expiration or earlier
termination of any Lease.

Costs/Closing
(1)

Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee pay for its own costs
and fees associated with the exercise of its option to purchase all or any
portion of the Property, including, but not limited to, appraisal, escrow,
and any other processing fees or expenses. City is to incur no closing
expenses in connection with such purchase.

(2)

To provide a lessee assurances to proceed with development or financing
of the Property regarding the ability to obtain title insurance, any Lease
shall provide that the City shall provide customary owners affidavits,
estoppel certificates, and similar documentation required in connection
with the issuance of title insurance, all at the buyer’s sole expense. Any
Lease shall provide that title to the applicable Property will be delivered to
the buyer at the close of escrow.

(3)

The Qualified Lessee and any proposed purchaser shall make a full and
complete disclosure of the name and identity of each person directly or
indirectly involved in any transaction contemplated by any Lease
including, without limitation, the exercise of the Option, and the precise
nature of their interest, in order to comply with any applicable City
Charter provisions.

(m)

Any Lease shall provide that the City, acting solely in its proprietary capacity as
the owner of the Property, and the Qualified Lessee shall, in order to facilitate the
development of the Property: (i) use best efforts to effect any lot line adjustment
requested by the Qualified Lessee, including without limitation, the adjustment of
the existing lot lines to create a separate legal lot for the Joint Use Stadium; (ii)
cooperate with the Qualified Lessee to subdivide any existing parcel of the
Property; and (iii) execute such further documents and take such further actions,
as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions of any Lease. Nothing in any
Lease shall limit the City’s authority or any applicable discretion which the City
may have in its regulatory capacity as a governmental entity to consider such
application.

(n)

Financing
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(1)

The Qualified Lessee and any sublessees may mortgage or grant security
interests in their respective interests in the Property and other property
located thereon. Any Lease shall contain customary mortgagee protective
provisions.

(2)

Any Lease shall provide that in no event shall the City’s fee title in the
Property or its reversionary or future interest in the Property be subject or
subordinate to the lien of any leasehold mortgage of the Qualified Lessee
or any sublessee.

(o)

Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee shall pay all property taxes due
with respect to its interest in the Property.

(p)

Miscellaneous

§ 61.2804

(1)

Any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee shall have the ability to
exercise all signage rights for the Property as set forth in the Specific Plan.

(2)

Nothing in any Lease shall require the City to violate any existing
agreements with other parties, and appropriate revisions shall be made by
the Mayor to any of the required Lease standards otherwise specified by
this Division to ensure that existing City contracts or agreements are not
violated.

(3)

Nothing in any Lease shall require an expenditure of funds by the City
beyond any expenditures already required by other existing City contracts,
leases, or agreements, and should any such expenditure otherwise be
necessary, any Lease shall provide that the Qualified Lessee shall advance
to the City such necessary funds to avoid the need for any expenditure.

Lease application process and requirements for confirming eligibility of
lessee

(a)

The City shall accept applications for the approval and issuance of a Lease under
this Division as of the Initiative Effective Date.

(b)

No application shall be accepted or considered by the City unless the applicant
has first complied with any applicable City Charter sections requiring a full and
complete disclosure of the name and identity of any and all persons directly or
indirectly involved in the application or proposed transaction, and the precise
nature of all interests of all persons therein, and any other information required by
the City Charter.

(c)

The application shall demonstrate that the applicant is a Qualified Lessee under
this Division. The Mayor may undertake such investigation as is necessary to
confirm the applicant’s status as a Qualified Lessee.

(d)

Any application submitted shall contain a form of proposed Lease that the
applicant believes meets the standards of this Division.

(e)

If no entity meeting the qualifications to be a Qualified Lessee submits a proposed
Lease meeting the requirements of this Section to the City by one year after the
Initiative Effective Date the Mayor may offer the same standards to another entity
which has a collegiate football program, including, without limitation, SDSU, or
any entity which has been awarded the franchise for a Professional Sports League
team in the San Diego market. In the case of such submission after one year
following the Initiative Effective Date, that entity would be deemed to be a
Qualified Lessee for purposes of this Division.
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(f)

The Mayor shall first consider all applications submitted within the first seven (7)
calendar days following the Initiative Effective Date pursuant to the process under
this Division, and may act upon any application immediately, without waiting for
other applications, upon determining that the application meets the requirements
of this Division and that it is in the City’s best economic interest to act
immediately. After considering any applications submitted within such seven (7)calendar day time period, if none of the submitting parties are determined to be a
Qualified Lessee, the Mayor shall then consider applications submitted later than
seven (7) calendar days following the Initiative Effective Date.

(g)

If, at any time, the Mayor is considering more than one application of an entity
meeting the requirements of a Qualified Lessee and meeting all of the
requirements of this Division, the Mayor shall select the one entity that the Mayor
determines is best qualified to bring a professional sports franchise to San Diego
under the standards of this Division and the Specific Plan in the shortest possible
time and approve a Lease with that entity under the procedures set forth in this
Division, and reject any other pending applications.

(h)

If a Qualified Lessee submits a proposed Lease meeting the requirements of this
Division, that is signed by the Qualified Lessee and includes therewith all
materials necessary to confirm that the submitting party is a Qualified Lessee,
then the Mayor shall review the application and shall proceed with the process set
forth in Section 61.2805.

(i)

In recognition of the extraordinary costs of even a short delay and any uncertainty
with respect to the necessary approvals and entitlements that will materially affect
the viability of any development proposal on the Property and the ability of the
Qualified Lessee to ultimately be awarded a Professional Soccer League franchise
for San Diego, and to provide for the ability of the Qualified Lessee to still
proceed with the development contemplated under the Specific Plan, any Lease
under this Division shall provide that, if the Execution Date of the final Lease
provided for in this Division is delayed beyond December 31, 2017 for any reason
(except for the limited exception in this subsection): (i) the Qualified Lessee’s
obligations to improve City land for public recreation purposes under any Lease
and the Specific Plan shall be reduced by $20,000,000; and (ii) the Qualified
Lessee’s obligations to build parks shall not be subject to any time limits,
mandatory start dates, or mandatory completion dates, except for any limits or
dates required by state law. No such reduction shall occur if (1) the Initiative
Effective Date occurs on or before August 1, 2017 and (2) the Qualified Lessee
fails to submit a complete Lease application which complies with the standards of
the Initiative within thirty (30) calendar days of the Initiative Effective Date.

(j)

The Mayor shall confirm that any application for a Lease submitted pursuant to
this Division is complete and identify any deficiencies in the application within
ten (10) days of receipt of the application.

§ 61.2805

Preparation and execution of approved ground Leases for development of
the Property

The following requirements are established for the review and approval of any Lease
application, and the preparation and execution of any Lease of the Property subject to the
Specific Plan and to the requirements of this Division. These requirements are intended
to ensure that any lessee’s application shall be reviewed and considered, and any Lease
prepared and executed by the City, according to fixed and objective standards that have
been provided to the public and established in advance of any application. These
requirements are also established to ensure that there is an expeditious and centralized
process for decision making by the City with respect to such Leases, such that the City
shall not lose the opportunity to attract new professional sports franchises nor fail to
provide for a new venue for collegiate football, in an expeditious and streamlined
manner, consistent with all applicable legal requirements.
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(a)

If a Qualified Lessee submits an application containing a proposed Lease meeting
all of the requirements of this Division, together with all materials necessary to
confirm that the submitting party is a Qualified Lessee, upon the Mayor’s
determination that any Lease meets the requirements of this Division and the
proposed lessee is a Qualified Lessee, the Mayor shall request that the City
Attorney prepare a final Lease containing the standards set forth in this Division
and as proposed by the applicant, with such modifications that the Mayor deems
necessary and that do not alter or vary the standards of this Division and the
Specific Plan.

(b)

Once such final Lease has been prepared, and if and when such final Lease has
been reviewed by the City Attorney and, if it has received the City Attorney’s
signature as required by the City Charter, and any other applicable requirements
of the City Charter have been satisfied, then the Mayor shall execute any Lease on
behalf of the City if the Mayor has determined that such final Lease as presented
to the Mayor (i) meets the requirements of this Division and other applicable legal
requirements, and (ii) is otherwise consistent with the Mayor’s authority, duties,
and obligations under the City Charter.

(c)

Should the Mayor determine that a requirement to follow any provision of this
Division impermissibly invades any of the Mayor’s authority under the City
Charter to take executive or administrative actions that cannot be affected or
controlled by a legislative enactment or the standards in this Division, then
notwithstanding any other provision of this Division, the Mayor may exercise
such executive or administrative authority in the manner permitted by law, with
respect to any of the Mayor’s determinations and actions under this Division,
including without limitation the determination as to the appropriate content of the
Lease and the determination as to whether or not to execute the Lease.

(d)

The decision by the Mayor to execute any final Lease, and the other
determinations set forth in this Division, shall be ministerial decisions based upon
the Mayor’s determination that any Lease and the submitting party meet all of the
objective requirements and standards of this Division and any other applicable
legal standards for the exercise of the Mayor’s authority. Nothing in this Division
is intended to grant the Mayor or other City official the “discretionary authority to
address potential environmental concerns” (as such concept has been addressed
by the California courts), or to revise the standards and conditions of planned
development as set forth in the Specific Plan or the provisions of any Lease which
conform to the Specific Plan, such environmental concerns and mitigation
measures having been fully addressed within the requirements of the Specific
Plan and other previously adopted environmental requirements and mitigation
measures applicable to the Property as identified in the Specific Plan.

(e)

Unless otherwise required by the City Charter, no action by the City Council shall
be required to approve any Lease that has been approved and executed by the
Mayor under this Division. No other provisions of the Municipal Code, other
than this Division, shall be applicable to Leases reviewed and approved under this
Division. No Council Policies shall apply to Leases reviewed and approved under
this Division.

(f)

Any such Lease shall be null and void if, after it has been executed by all required
City officials or approved for execution by the City and delivered to the Qualified
Lessee, the Qualified Lessee has not executed and returned the Lease to the City
within ten (10) business days.
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SECTION 8. Adoption of the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan.
The San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan,
attached as Exhibit F to this Initiative, is hereby adopted. The Specific Plan exclusively shall
control development requirements, development fees, and land use and utilization of the lands
covered by the Specific Plan. Therefore, the Specific Plan is exempt from any conflicting
provisions of the San Diego Municipal Code, except as provided in the Specific Plan itself,
which contains the exclusive provisions governing and regulating the Specific Plan’s
development review procedures and process, including the plan-checks, sign-offs, actions,
decisions, approvals, and other determinations required by the Specific Plan with respect to the
standards, guidelines, infrastructure, open space, trails, and other Specific Plan-identified
facilities, services, and amenities.
SECTION 9. Adoption of the San Diego River Park and Soccer City Development
Agreement.
The San Diego River Park and Soccer City Development Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit
G, is adopted.
SECTION 10. Internal General Plan and Municipal Code Consistency.
A.
The amendments to the General Plan, as set forth in Section 3 above, express the intent of
the People of the City of San Diego to eliminate any possible internal inconsistency within or
between any elements of the General Plan or any provisions contained in the Municipal Code or
the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan.
It is the intent of the People of the City of San Diego that the General Plan, as amended by this
Initiative, constitutes an integrated, internally consistent and compatible statement of planning
policies. It is the People’s further intent that if and to the extent there is no exact or literal match
between the General Plan and the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan, those planning documents and their provisions be read and
construed in full harmony with each other as provided for by this Initiative.
B.
It is the intent of the People of the City of San Diego that the amendments contained in
Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of this Initiative be read and construed in full harmony with the
General Plan. To the extent that any provisions of the San Diego Municipal Code, including the
Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance, or any other ordinances of the City, may be
inconsistent with this Initiative, the provisions of this Initiative shall govern.
SECTION 11. Implementation of Initiative.
A.
Upon the effective date of this Initiative, the City of San Diego is directed to promptly
take all appropriate actions needed to implement this Initiative. This Initiative is considered
adopted and effective upon the earliest date legally possible after the City Council adopts this
Initiative, or the Elections Official certifies the vote on this Initiative by the voters of the City of
San Diego, whichever occurs earlier.
B.
Upon the effective date of this Initiative, the provisions of Section 3 of this Initiative are
hereby inserted into the General Plan as of the first lawful date to complete such insertion.
C.
The General Plan in effect on the date of filing with the City Clerk of the Notice of Intent
to Circulate this Initiative (“Filing Date”), and the General Plan as amended by this Initiative,
comprise an integrated, internally consistent and compatible statement of policies for the City.
To ensure that the City’s General Plan remains an integrated, internally consistent and
compatible statement of policies for the City, any provision of the General Plan that is adopted
between the Filing Date and the effective date of the General Plan amendments adopted by this
Initiative shall, to the extent that such an interim-enacted provision is inconsistent with the
General Plan amendments adopted by this Initiative, be amended as soon as possible and in the
manner and time required by state law to ensure consistency between the provisions adopted by
this Initiative and other elements of the General Plan.
D.
Upon the effective date of this Initiative, the provisions of Section 4 are hereby inserted
into the Mission Valley Community Plan; the provisions of Section 5 are hereby inserted into the
Kearny Mesa Community Plan; the provisions of Section 6 are hereby inserted into the Mission
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Valley Planned District Ordinance; the provisions of Section 7 are hereby inserted into the San
Diego Municipal Code; and the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan and the San Diego River Park and Soccer City Development
Agreement are hereby adopted.
SECTION 12. Effect of Other Measures on the Same Ballot.
In approving this Initiative, it is the voters’ intent to create a comprehensive plan to govern the
future use and development of the Property. To ensure that this intent is not frustrated, this
Initiative is presented to the voters with the express intent that it will compete with any and all
voter initiatives or City-sponsored measures placed on the same ballot as this Initiative and
which, if approved, would govern the use or development of the Property in any manner or in
any part whatsoever (each, a “Conflicting Initiative”). In the event that this Initiative and one or
more Conflicting Initiatives are adopted by the voters in the same election, then it is the voters’
intent that only that measure that receives the greatest number of affirmative votes shall control
in its entirety and said other measure or measures shall be rendered void and without any legal
effect. In no event shall this Initiative be interpreted in a manner that would permit its operation
in conjunction with any provisions of any Conflicting Initiative. If this Initiative is approved by
the voters but any other Conflicting Initiative approved by the voters at the same election and
receives a greater number of votes than this Initiative, and such Conflicting Initiative is later held
invalid, this Initiative shall be given immediate effect and full force of law.
SECTION 13. Interpretation and Severability.
A.
This Initiative must be interpreted so as to be consistent with all federal and state laws,
rules, and regulations. If any section, sub-section, sentence, clause, phrase, part, or portion of
this Initiative is held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a final judgment of a court of competent
jurisdiction, such decision does not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this Initiative.
The voters declare that this Initiative, and each section, sub-section, sentence, clause, phrase,
part, or portion thereof, would have been adopted or passed irrespective of the fact that any one
or more sections, sub-sections, sentences, clauses, phrases, parts, or portions are found to be
invalid. If any provision of this Initiative is held invalid as applied to any person or
circumstance, such invalidity does not affect any application of this Initiative that can be given
effect without the invalid application.
B.
Specifically, the voters declare their intent: (1) to amend the City of San Diego General
Plan, Mission Valley Community Plan, Kearny Mesa Community Plan, Mission Valley Planned
District Ordinance, and San Diego Municipal Code as outlined herein, adopt the Soccer City San
Diego Specific Plan, and approve the San Diego River Park and Soccer City Development
Agreement, irrespective of whether one or more of these sections are found to be invalid; and (2)
that all of these sections can be physically separated from, and do not affect the function of, any
other section; and (3) if Section 9 and/or Section 7 are found to be invalid, that the remaining
sections should take effect in their entirety because, under these circumstances, the purposes of
the Initiative can still be achieved through the remaining sections.
C.
This Initiative does not alter any City obligations under existing settlement agreements
that pertain to the Property.
D.
If any portion of this Initiative is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid,
the People of the City of San Diego indicate our intent that: (i) the City Council use its best
efforts to sustain and re-enact that portion; and (ii) the City Council implement this Initiative by
taking all steps possible to cure any inadequacies or deficiencies identified by the court in a
manner consistent with the express and implied intent of this Initiative, including adopting or
reenacting any such portion in a manner consistent with the intent of this Initiative.
E.
This Initiative must be broadly construed in order to achieve the purposes stated above.
It is the intent of the voters that the provisions of this Initiative be interpreted or implemented by
the City and others in a manner that facilitates the purposes set forth in this Initiative.
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SECTION 14. Amendment.
A.
Until January 1, 2033, the provisions of this Initiative may only be amended or repealed
by a majority of the voters of the City voting in an election held in accordance with applicable
law. On or after that date, a vote of the people shall not be required to amend or repeal this
Initiative, and any amendment or repeal shall occur as otherwise permitted by law.
B.
Any amendments to this Initiative shall not impair the contractual rights or vested rights
conferred by a lease and option agreement or any associated development agreement.
C.
The San Diego River Park and Soccer City Development Agreement may be amended as
provided in California Government Code section 65868.
D.
The text of existing provisions of the City of San Diego General Plan, Mission Valley
Planned District Ordinance, Mission Valley Community Plan, Kearny Mesa Community Plan,
and San Diego Municipal Code that are quoted in this Initiative but not modified herein are not
subject to this Section.
SECTION 15. List of Initiative Exhibits.
The Exhibits to this Initiative are:
Exhibit A – Amendments to General Plan Figures
Exhibit B – Amendments to the Zoning Map
Exhibit C – Amendments to the Mission Valley Community Plan
Exhibit D – Amendments to the Kearny Mesa Community Plan
Exhibit E – Amendments to the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance
Exhibit F – San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific
Plan
Exhibit G – San Diego River Park and Soccer City Development Agreement
Exhibit H – San Diego Municipal Code Sections (for informational purposes only)
Exhibit I – City of San Diego Climate Action Plan (for informational purposes only)
Exhibit J – City of San Diego General Plan, Strategic Framework Element (for informational
purposes only)
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EXHIBIT A
TO THIS INITIATIVE
AMENDMENTS TO GENERAL PLAN FIGURES

A-1

FIGURE LU-2
Figure LU-2, as it exists in the General Plan of the City of San Diego as of the filing date of this
Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

A-2

AMENDMENT TO FIGURE LU-2
Figure LU-2 of the City of San Diego General Plan is amended by this Initiative to designate the
Existing Stadium Site and the Existing-Adjacent Property from “Commercial Employment,
Retail, & Services” to “Multiple Use,” and the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site from
“Industrial Employment” to “Commercial Employment, Retail, & Services,” as shown below
(text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the
subject of this Initiative is located within the bold red ovals on the map with black arrows added
for ease of reference):

A-3

ENLARGEMENT OF FIGURE LU-2
Figure LU-2, as it currently exists in the City of San Diego General Plan, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

A-4

ENLARGEMENT OF AMENDED FIGURE LU-2
The proposed amendment to Figure LU-2 of the City of San Diego General Plan is enlarged for
informational purposes only (property that is the subject of this Initiative is located in a bold red
oval for ease of reference):

A-5

FIGURE ME-1
Figure ME-1, as it exists in the General Plan of the City of San Diego as of the filing date of this
Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

A-6

AMENDMENT TO FIGURE ME-1
Figure ME-1 of the City of San Diego General Plan is amended by this Initiative to designate the
Existing Stadium Site and the Existing-Adjacent Property from “Commercial Employment,
Retail, & Services” to “Multiple Use,” and the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site from
“Single Family Residential and Other Uses” to “Commercial,” as shown below (text to be added
is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of this Initiative
is located within the bold red ovals on the map with a black arrow added for ease of reference):

A-7

ENLARGEMENT OF FIGURE ME-1
Figure ME-1, as it currently exists in the City of San Diego General Plan, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

A-8

ENLARGEMENT OF AMENDMENT TO FIGURE ME-1
The proposed amendment to Figure ME-1 of the City of San Diego General Plan is enlarged for
informational purposes only (property that is the subject of this Initiative is located in bold red
ovals for ease of reference):

A-9

FIGURE EP-1
Figure EP-1, as it exists in the General Plan of the City of San Diego as of the filing date of this
Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

A-10

AMENDED FIGURE EP-1
Figure EP-1 of the City of San Diego General Plan is amended by this Initiative is amended to
remove the “Other Industrial Land” designation on the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site as
shown below (text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property
that is the subject of this Initiative is located within the bold red oval on the map with black
arrows added for ease of reference):

A-11

ENLARGEMENT OF FIGURE EP-1
Figure EP-1, as it currently exists in the City of San Diego General Plan, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

A-12

ENLARGEMENT OF AMENDED FIGURE EP-1
The proposed amendment to Figure EP-1 of the City of San Diego General Plan is enlarged for
informational purposes only (property that is the subject of this Initiative is located in a bold red
oval for ease of reference):

A-13

FIGURE RE-1
Figure RE-1, as it exists in the General Plan of the City of San Diego as of the filing date of this
Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

A-14

AMENDED FIGURE RE-1
Figure RE-1 of the City of San Diego General Plan is amended by this Initiative to remove the
“Community Park” designation on the eastern side of the Existing Stadium Site, as shown below
(text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the
subject of this Initiative is located within the bold red oval on the map with a black arrow added
for ease of reference):

A-15

ENLARGEMENT OF FIGURE RE-1
Figure RE-1, as it currently exists in the City of San Diego General Plan, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

A-16

ENLARGEMENT OF AMENDED FIGURE RE-1
The proposed amendment to Figure RE-1 of the City of San Diego General Plan is enlarged for
informational purposes only (property that is the subject of this Initiative is located in a bold red
oval for ease of reference):

A-17

EXHIBIT B
TO THIS INITIATIVE

AMENDMENTS TO THE ZONING MAP

B-1

CITY OF SAN DIEGO ZONING MAP
The Official Zoning Map for the City of San Diego, Grid 23, as it exists as of the filing date of
this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

B-2

AMENDMENTS TO THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO ZONING MAP
The Official Zoning Map for the City of San Diego, Grid 23, is amended by this Initiative to
change the zoning of the Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site from IL to CC-1.3 and the
Existing Stadium Site and Existing-Adjacent Property from MVPD-MV-CV to MVPD-MVM/SP, as shown below (text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the
property that is the subject of this Initiative is located within the bold black ovals on the map
with black arrows added for ease of reference):

B-3

ENLARGEMENT OF CITY OF SAN DIEGO ZONING MAP
The legend for the Official Zoning Map for the City of San Diego, Grid 23, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

B-4

CITY OF SAN DIEGO ZONING MAP
The Official Zoning Map for the City of San Diego, Grid 19, as it exists as of the filing date of
this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

B-5

AMENDMENTS TO THE OFFICIAL ZONING MAP FOR THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO
The Official Zoning Map for the City of San Diego, Grid 19, is amended by this Initiative to
change the zoning of the Existing Stadium Site and Existing-Adjacent Property from MVPDMV-CV to MVPD-MV-M/SP, as shown below (text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in
strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of this Initiative is located within the bold
black oval on the map with a black arrow added for ease of reference):

B-6

ENLARGEMENT OF CITY OF SAN DIEGO ZONING MAP
The legend for the Official Zoning Map for the City of San Diego, Grid 19, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

B-7

EXHIBIT C
TO THIS INITIATIVE

AMENDMENTS TO THE MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN

C-1

MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENTS
TABLE
The Mission Valley Community Plan Amendments table, as it exists in the Mission Valley
Community Plan as of the filing date of this Initiative, is shown below for informational
purposes only.

C-2

C-3

AMENDMENTS TO THE MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: COMMUNITY
PLAN AMENDMENTS TABLE
The Community Plan Amendments table is amended by this Initiative to include the San Diego
River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Redevelopment Specific Plan, as shown below
(text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough):

C-4

MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 4, EXISTING ZONING
Figure 4, Existing Zoning, as it exists in the Mission Valley Community Plan as of the filing date
of this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

C-4.5

AMENDMENTS TO THE MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 4,
EXISTING ZONING
Figure 4 of the Mission Valley Community Plan is amended by this Initiative to include the
Specific Plan zoning on the Existing Stadium Site and Existing-Adjacent Property as shown
below (text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the
subject of this Initiative is located within the bold red ovals on the map with black arrows added
for ease of reference):

C-5

ENLARGEMENT OF FIGURE 4, EXISTING ZONING
Figure 4, as it currently exists in the Mission Valley Community Plan, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

ENLARGEMENT

C-6

ENLARGEMENT OF AMENDED FIGURE 4, EXISTING ZONING
The proposed amendment to Figure 4 of the Mission Valley Community Plan is enlarged for
informational purposes only (property that is the subject of this Initiative is located in bold red
ovals for ease of reference):

C-7

MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 5, LAND USE
Figure 5, Land Use, as it exists in the Mission Valley Community Plan as of the filing date of
this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

C-8

AMENDMENTS TO THE MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 5,
LAND USE
Figure 5, Land Use, is amended by this Initiative is amended to change the Existing Stadium Site
and Existing-Adjacent Property zoning designation from “Commercial Recreation” and “Public
Recreation” to “Multi-use,” as shown below (text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in
strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of this Initiative is located within the bold red
oval on the map with a red arrow added for ease of reference):

C-9

ENLARGEMENT OF MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 5, LAND
USE
The legend for Figure 5, Land Use of the Mission Valley Community Plan, is enlarged for
informational purposes only:

C-10

MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 10, SPECIFIC PLAN/MULTIPLE
USE AREAS
Figure 10, Specific Plan/Multiple Use Areas, as it exists in the Mission Valley Community Plan
as of the filing date of this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

C-11

AMENDMENTS TO THE MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 10,
SPECIFIC PLAN/MULTIPLE USE AREAS
Figure 10, Specific Plan/Multiple Use Areas, is amended by this Initiative to include the San
Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium Specific Plan area as shown below (text
to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of
this Initiative is located within the bold red ovals on the map for ease of reference):

C-12

MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 20, CONSOLIDATED PARKING
AREAS
Figure 20, Consolidated Parking Areas, as it exists in the Mission Valley Community Plan as of
the filing date of this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

C-13

AMENDMENTS TO THE MISSION VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 20,
CONSOLIDATED PARKING AREAS
Figure 20, Consolidated Parking Areas, is amended by this Initiative to remove the parking area
designation on the Existing Stadium Site as shown below (text to be added is underlined, deleted
text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of this Initiative is located within the
bold red oval on the map with a red arrow added for ease of reference):

C-14

EXHIBIT D
TO THIS INITIATIVE

AMENDMENTS TO THE KEARNY MESA COMMUNITY PLAN

D-1

KEARNY MESA COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 4, RECOMMENDED LAND USE
Figure 4, Recommended Land Use, as it exists in the Kearny Mesa Community Plan as of the
filing date of this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

D-2

AMENDMENTS TO THE KEARNY MESA COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 4,
RECOMMENDED LAND USE
Figure 4, Recommended Land Use, is amended by this Initiative to rezone the Murphy Canyon
Training Facility to General Commercial, as shown below (text to be added is underlined,
deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of this Initiative is located
within the bold red oval on the map with a black arrow added for ease of reference):

D-3

KEARNY MESA COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 8, RECOMMENDED
COMMERCIAL LAND USE
Figure 8, Recommended Commercial Land Use, as it exists in the Kearny Mesa Community Plan
as of the filing date of this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

D-4

AMENDMENTS TO THE KEARNY MESA COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 8,
RECOMMENDED COMMERCIAL LAND USE
Figure 8, Recommended Commercial Land Use, is amended by this Initiative to rezone the
Murphy Canyon Training Facility to General Commercial, as shown below (text to be added is
underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of this Initiative is
located within the bold red oval on the map with a black arrow added for ease of reference):

D-5

KEARNY MESA COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 29, PROPOSED GENERAL PLAN
LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
Figure 29, Proposed General Plan Land Use Designations, as it exists in the Kearny Mesa
Community Plan as of the filing date of this Initiative, is shown below for informational
purposes only.

D-6

AMENDMENTS TO THE KEARNY MESA COMMUNITY PLAN: FIGURE 29,
PROPOSED GENERAL PLAN LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
Figure 29, Proposed General Plan Land Use Designations, is amended by this Initiative to rezone
the Murphy Canyon Training Facility to Commercial, as shown below (text to be added is
underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and the property that is the subject of this Initiative is
located within the bold red oval on the map with a red arrow added for ease of reference)

D-7

EXHIBIT E
TO THIS INITIATIVE

AMENDMENT TO THE MISSION VALLEY PLANNED DISTRICT ORDINANCE

E-1

MISSION VALLEY PLANNED DISTRICT ORDINANCE ZONING MAP
The Zoning Map for the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance, as it exists as of the filing
date of this Initiative, is shown below for informational purposes only.

E-2

AMENDMENT TO THE MISSION VALLEY PLANNED DISTRICT ORDINANCE
The Zoning Map for the Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance is amended by this Initiative
to change the zoning of the Existing Stadium Site and the Existing-Adjacent Property to MVCPMV-M/SP as shown below (text to be added is underlined, deleted text is in strikethrough, and
the property that is the subject of this Initiative is located within the bold red oval on the map for
ease of reference):

E-3

EXHIBIT F
TO THIS INITIATIVE

SAN DIEGO RIVER PARK, SOCCER CITY, AND QUALCOMM STADIUM
REDEVELOPMENT SPECIFIC PLAN
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EXHIBIT G
TO THIS INITIATIVE

SAN DIEGO RIVER PARK AND SOCCER CITY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

G-1

Recording Requested by:
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
When Recorded Mail To:
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
Office of the City Clerk
202 C Street, Second Floor
San Diego, California 92101
Attention: City Clerk

FREE RECORDING
GOVERNMENT CODE
SECTION 6103

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

G-2

Recording Requested by:
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
When Recorded Mail To:
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
Office of the City Clerk
202 C Street, Second Floor
San Diego, California 92101
Attention: City Clerk

FREE RECORDING
GOVERNMENT CODE
SECTION 6103

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
by and among
CITY OF SAN DIEGO,

and
THE LESSEE OF THE PROPERTY AS OF THE DATE OF THE
EXECUTION DATE OF THIS AGREEMENT
CONCERNING THE SAN DIEGO RIVER PARK AND SOCCER CITY
SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT IN MISSION VALLEY, SAN DIEGO

G-3

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
THIS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”) is executed this _____ day of
______________, 2017, by and among: (1) CITY OF SAN DIEGO (“City”), and (2) the Property
Owner(s) (other than the City) or Lessee(s) of that certain Property under a lease entered into under
the standards set forth in the San Diego River Park and Soccer City Initiative, as defined below,
as of the Effective Date of this Agreement (“Developer”) (each a “Party” and collectively
“Parties”).
RECITALS
A. The City intends to enter into or has entered into a ground lease providing for the
redevelopment of the existing football stadium site, located at 9449 Friars Road, San Diego,
California 92108 (“Existing Stadium Site”) and an adjacent parcel north of Friars Road
formerly utilized for San Diego Chargers tailgating (“Family Tailgate Lot”), and the
development and utilization of an up-to twenty-acre portion of the athletic training site located
at 4020 Murphy Canyon Road, San Diego, California 92123 (“Murphy Canyon Training
Facility Site”) (collectively, the “Property”) for the purposes of providing a potential site for a
professional soccer franchise for San Diego County, which would allow for construction of a
sports stadium, practice fields, and supporting transit-oriented development (the “Project”), as
described more specifically in the San Diego River Park, Soccer City, and Qualcomm Stadium
Redevelopment Specific Plan (“Specific Plan”), as such may be adopted by the City prior to
the Effective Date.
B. The City intends to proceed with the development of the Property by ground lease so that the
City may retain long-term control over the Property to accomplish the purposes of the Specific
Plan and maintains the ability to terminate the lease and recover the Property if the lease
obligations are not met by Developer.
C. The cost of maintaining the Property is very expensive, as is the demolition or dismantling of
the existing professional football stadium located on the Property (“Existing Stadium”). The
Existing Stadium has certain lease commitments that have been made by the City. The City
will be faced with major annual costs to maintain Existing Stadium and large unfunded costs
for demolition and removal if the land is not transferred to a willing and able developer who
agrees to take the burden of these costs.
D. The Parties agree that special development regulations should apply to this unique Property
and that those regulations should be preserved so that the Property may be developed over a
period of time in a consistent and organized manner, preserving certain design intensities,
features, and characteristics, and supporting the development of a world-class professional
soccer or other outdoor sports stadium (“Sports Stadium”) and mixed-use urban village
consistent with the City’s General Plan and City of Villages Strategy. The development of the
Property in this manner provides the unique opportunity for transit-oriented development to be
integrated with entertainment, park, and recreational opportunities within walking distance of
an existing light rail transit stop.
E. California law provides that the parties to a development agreement may provide that, unless
otherwise specified, the rules, regulations and official policies governing permitted uses of the
land, governing density, and governing design, improvement, and construction standards and
specifications, applicable to development of the property subject to a development agreement,
shall be those rules, regulations and policies in force at the time of execution of the agreement.
The Parties intend that this Agreement shall be executed by the City on the Effective Date (as
defined below).
F. The City finds that this Agreement provides for significant benefits to the City that could not
be derived or provided except through this Agreement including: the coordinated development
of the Existing Stadium Site as a world-class Sports Stadium and mixed-use urban village
consistent with the City’s General Plan and goal to create a City of Villages; monetary
contributions for future installation of specified traffic improvements that may be constructed
by the City; the provision of open space and active recreational fields along the San Diego
River; the provision of public park space that meets or exceeds City requirements; and the
demolition and dismantling of Existing Stadium. In addition, the development of the Property
will expand and improve the City’s property and sales tax base; invest significant private
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capital into the local economy; generate substantial construction employment and new
permanent employment opportunities for the City and the region; and provide new housing
adjacent to an existing light rail transit stop, furthering the City’s greenhouse gas reduction
goals and policies.
G. The City is authorized to enter into development agreements with persons having legal or
equitable interests in real property for the development of such property pursuant to California
and local law.
H. Developer represents and hereby warrants that it is the holder of a ground lease to the Property
and thereby has legal and equitable interests in the Property.
I. The City finds that this Agreement is consistent with the City’s General Plan, and that the City
has completed all necessary proceedings, if any, in accordance with the City’s rules and
regulations for its approval.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, City and Developer agree as follows:
1. Purpose. The purpose of this Agreement is to: (1) accomplish the objectives set forth in the
Recitals to this Agreement; (2) set forth the terms and conditions for how the Property may be
developed by the Developer and/or Developer’s Assigns (as defined in Section 19.1); and (3)
assure the Developer that the Property can be developed in accordance with the Development
Regulations described in this Agreement.
2. Property. This Agreement shall apply to the Property more specifically described in Exhibit
A.
3. Effective Date. This Agreement shall not become effective and no Party shall have any rights
or obligations hereunder until the “Effective Date,” which for purposes of this Agreement shall
mean the date of the execution of this Agreement by the City and the Developer (the
“Execution Date”). The Execution Date shall occur after the date the initiative that proposes
this Agreement (the “Initiative”) becomes effective. The execution of a ground lease for the
Property is a condition precedent to this Agreement, and therefore the Execution Date shall not
occur until a ground lease for the Property has been executed. The Execution Date shall occur
within thirty-one (31) days following the execution of a lease for the Property.
4. Term. The term of this Agreement (“Term”) shall commence on the Effective Date and shall
continue thereafter until the earlier of the following: (i) the date that is twenty (20) years after
the Effective Date; or (ii) the date this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section 12 or
Section 14 of this Agreement.
5. Significant Public Benefits. The completion of the development contemplated in the Specific
Plan, including the completion of the Sports Stadium and parks, shall constitute significant
public benefits.
6. Development Regulations. The rules, regulations, and official policies governing the permitted
land uses, density, height, design, and improvement of the Property (the “Development
Regulations”) shall be the City’s rules, regulations, and official policies as they may exist on
the Effective Date of this Agreement. The Development Regulations include, but are not
limited to: the General Plan; Mission Valley Planned District Ordinance; San Diego Zoning
Code; Mission Valley Community Plan; Kearny Mesa Community Plan, Mission Valley
Public Facilities Financing Plan; and the Specific Plan. Changes to these Development
Regulations shall not apply to the Property during the Term of this Agreement except upon the
written consent of the Developer and/or Developer’s Assigns, pursuant to Section 8.1.
6.1. Changes in Building and Fire Codes. Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement
to the contrary, development of the Property shall be subject to changes which may occur
from time to time in applicable building and fire codes, and their associated fees, that may
be adopted by the City.
6.2. Changes Mandated by Federal or State Law. This Agreement shall not preclude the
application to development of the Property of changes in, or additions to, state and federal
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laws and regulations. In the event state or federal laws or regulations prevent or preclude
compliance with one or more provisions of this Agreement, such provisions shall be
modified or suspended as may be necessary to comply with such state or federal laws or
regulations and to effectuate to the extent possible the terms of this Agreement.
7. Subsequent Approvals and Permits and Acts of the City. Except as otherwise set forth in this
Agreement, the City shall not require the Developer and/or Developer’s Assigns to obtain any
further discretionary approvals or permits for the development of the Property in accordance
with this Agreement during the term of this Agreement unless such permits or approvals are
required by the Development Regulations or by the terms of this Agreement. The procedures
for obtaining such permits shall be those procedures set forth in the Specific Plan in effect on
the Effective Date of this Agreement. It is anticipated that the Developer will seek additional
ministerial permits as required by the City, including, without limitation, grading permits,
demolition permits and building permits, as needed to implement development on the Property
(collectively, “Future Ministerial Permits”). The City agrees to grant such Future Ministerial
Permits to the Developer and/or Developer’s Assigns provided: (1) the development
authorized by Future Ministerial Permit is in substantial accordance with the development
permitted under the Specific Plan; and (2) the Developer and/or Developer’s Assigns have
complied with the rules, regulations, and official policies for obtaining such Future Ministerial
Permit set forth in the Development Regulations and as otherwise provided in this Agreement.
This paragraph shall not prevent the City from exercising such discretion as it may have under
the Development Regulations. The City agrees that the terms, conditions, and requirements
for Future Ministerial Permits shall not prevent the Developer’s or and/or Developer’s
Assigns’ development of the Property in substantial accordance with the terms of this
Agreement.
8. Vested Rights. During the term of this Agreement, the Developer shall have a vested right to
develop the Property in accordance with this Agreement and the Development Regulations,
provided that the Developer is not in substantial default of this Agreement. Except as otherwise
specified in this Agreement or in any applicable lease of the Property between the Developer
and the City, nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to obligate the Developer to initiate
or complete development of the Property as contemplated in the Specific Plan, or any portion
thereof, within any time period of time or at all or to develop the Property or any portion thereof
to the full size or density allowed in the Specific Plan.
8.1. Certain Changes Prohibited Without Consent of Developer. Except as otherwise provided
in this Agreement, during the Term, the City shall not, as to the Property, without the prior
written consent of Developer, which written consent may or may not be given in the
Developer’s sole and complete discretion: (a) change the Development Regulations as
they apply to the Property so as to prevent or adversely affect development of the Property
in accordance with the Development Regulations; or (b) apply to the Property any new or
amended ordinance, resolution, rule, regulation, requirement or official policy that is
inconsistent with the Development Regulations, so as to prevent or adversely affect
development of the Property in accordance with the Development Regulations; or (c)
apply to the Property any new or amended ordinance, resolution, rule, regulation,
requirement or official policy that requires additional discretionary review or approval not
otherwise required for the development of the Property by the Development Regulations;
or (d) apply to the Property any new or amended ordinance, resolution, rule, regulation,
requirement or official policy that materially adversely affects the timing or phasing of
construction or development, or which limits the availability of utilities or other
infrastructure for the development of the Property. For the purposes of this Section 8.1,
“prevent or adversely affect development of the Property” shall include, without
limitation, any changes which fundamentally affect the ability of a use permitted by the
Specific Plan (“Permitted Use”) to operate within the Property (e.g., prohibit a Permitted
Use, change parking standards for a Permitted Use, etc.). Changes of City-wide, nondiscriminatory applicability which affect internal operational requirements for Permitted
Uses (e.g., safety requirements, security requirements, etc.) and that do not conflict with
express provisions of any Future Ministerial Permits shall not be considered to be changes
which “prevent or adversely affect development of the Property.”
8.2. Rights Are Vested. Unless amended or terminated in the manner specified in this
Agreement (and subject to the provisions of this Agreement), Developer shall have the
rights and benefits afforded by this Agreement and this Agreement shall be enforceable
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by the Developer and the City notwithstanding any growth control measure or any
development moratorium adopted after the Effective Date, or any change in the applicable
general or specific plans, zoning, or subdivision regulations adopted by the City which
alter or amend the Development Regulations or Permitted Uses, or the adoption of any
new or amended ordinance, resolution, rule, regulation, requirement or official policy that
is inconsistent with the Development Regulations or Permitted Uses, so as to prevent or
adversely affect development of the Property in accordance with the Development
Regulations or Permitted Uses. This Section shall be construed to prohibit the City from
applying to the Property any development moratorium or growth control measure that is
adopted specifically to delay or prohibit the development of the Property, or as an interim
measure pending contemplated general plan, specific plan or zoning changes, or as a
general growth control management measure except as provided for pursuant to Sections
6.1 or 6.2.
8.3. Future Changes to Development Regulations. Following the Effective Date, if the City
modifies the Development Regulations in a manner that the Developer, in its sole and
complete discretion, determines is more beneficial than the Development Regulations in
place on the Effective Date, then the Developer may choose in its sole and complete
discretion to be governed by the modified land use regulations rather than the
Development Regulations in place on the Effective Date, without the Developer being
deemed to have waived or limited any rights, remedies or privileges under this Agreement.
9. Compliance With Existing Settlement Agreements. The City shall take all actions required
under existing settlement agreements with third parties to effectuate the remediation of the
contamination on the Existing Stadium Site. The City shall ensure that all terms and
obligations of any existing settlements that pertain to the Property (“Settlement Agreements”)
continue to be met, and the City shall be responsible for all matters affecting or relating to such
Settlement Agreements or any applicable cleanup and abatement orders from the Regional
Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Division. The Developer shall have no duties or
obligations related to such existing Settlement Agreements or cleanup and abatement orders.
9.1. The City (i) shall not modify or terminate any existing Settlement Agreements in a manner
which adversely affects the City’s rights thereunder; and (ii) shall use commercially
reasonable efforts to enforce the Settlement Agreements as part of the City’s efforts to
redevelop the Existing Stadium Site under the comprehensive plan of redevelopment set
forth in the Specific Plan, including, without limitation, exercising its rights under the
Settlement Agreements and taking actions on its own behalf to obtain indemnification
from third parties or notifying third parties to take required actions under the Settlement
Agreements related to redevelopment of the Existing Stadium Site.
9.2. Among other things, the City shall (i) notify third parties of their obligations to either
indemnify the City or implement any remediation and risk mitigation measures that may
be designed and constructed as part of the redevelopment of the Existing Stadium Site;
and (ii) submit the any required notices or redevelopment plans to third parties, which
redevelopment plan shall include the Specific Plan.
9.3. The Parties agree and intend that the development on the Property shall constitute
“redevelopment” as defined in any applicable Settlement Agreements.
10. Police Power. In all respects not provided for in this Agreement, the City shall retain full rights
to exercise its police power to regulate the development of the Property. Any uses or
developments requiring a use permit, tentative tract map, or other discretionary permit or
approval in accordance with the Development Regulations shall require a permit or approval
pursuant to this Agreement, and, notwithstanding any other provision set forth herein, this
Agreement is not intended to vest the Developer’s and/or Developer’s Assigns’ rights to the
issuance of such permit or approval nor to restrict the City’s exercise of discretion with respect
thereto, provided that such conditions, terms, restrictions, and requirements for subsequent
discretionary actions shall not prevent development of the land for the uses and to the density
or intensity of development set forth in this Agreement. Not by way of limitation of the
foregoing, it is specifically understood that the City reserves the right to amend, pursuant to
procedures provided by law and this Agreement, City laws, rules, regulations, and policies
applicable to the Property as to which the Developer’s and/or Developer’s Assigns’ rights are
not expressly vested and such amendment or amendments shall be binding on the Property
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except to the extent that such amendment or amendments conflict with the express provisions
of this Agreement, which provide, inter alia, that no amendment to the Development
Regulations shall be applicable if not agreed to by the Developer and/or Developer’s Assigns
in writing pursuant to Section 12 of this Agreement or as authorized by Sections 6 or 8 of this
Agreement.
11. No Third Party Beneficiaries. The only parties to this Agreement are City and Developer. This
Agreement does not involve any third party beneficiaries, and it is not intended and shall not
be construed to benefit or be enforceable by any other person or entity.
12. Amendments or Cancellation of This Agreement. Except as otherwise permitted herein, this
Agreement may be amended or terminated only by the mutual written and executed consent of
the City and of the Developer or Developer’s Assign(s) whose property may be affected by the
amendment. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement may be amended or terminated
with respect to any legal parcel within the Property (“Separate Site”) without affecting the
rights and obligations of the Developer or Developer’s Assigns of the other parcels within the
Property by the mutual written and executed consent of the City and the Developer or
Developer’s Assign of such Separate Site. All such amendments described in this Section 12
must be approved by ordinance; provided, however, that termination or cancellation of the
Agreement with respect to a Separate Site may be approved by a written memorandum signed
by the Mayor on behalf of the City upon the application of the owner or lessee of such Separate
Site.
13. Periodic Review. The City shall review the Developer’s performance pursuant to the terms of
this Agreement at least once every twelve (12) months during the term hereof. During each
periodic review the Developer shall demonstrate good faith compliance with the terms hereof.
In connections with such review, the City shall have a reasonable opportunity to assert matters
which it believes have not been undertaken in accordance with this Agreement, to explain the
basis for such assertion, and to receive from the Developer a justification of its position on
such matters.
14. Events of Default.
14.1.
Default by Developer. If the City determines following a noticed public hearing
and on the basis of substantial evidence that the Developer and/or Developer’s Assigns
have not complied in good faith with their obligations pursuant to this Agreement or the
ground lease for the Property, the City shall by written notice to any such non-complying
party, specify the manner in which such party has failed to comply and state the steps that
such party must take to bring itself into compliance. If the non-complying party does not
commence all steps reasonably necessary to bring itself into compliance as required and
diligently pursue steps to completion within thirty (30) days after receipt of the written
notice from the City specifying the manner in which such non-complying party has failed
to comply (or, if such non-compliance cannot reasonably be cured within said thirty (30)
day period, failed to commence such cure within said period and thereafter diligently
pursued the same to completion), then such non-complying party shall be deemed to be in
default under the terms of this Agreement. The City may then: (1) seek a modification of
this Agreement as to such party; (2) terminate this Agreement as to such party; or (3) seek
any other available remedies against such party as provided in this Agreement.
Notwithstanding any of the foregoing or any other provision of this Agreement, no
Developer or Assign shall be liable under this Agreement for a default by another
Developer or Assign.
14.2.
Default by City. If the City has not complied in good faith with its obligations
under this Agreement, the Developer shall, by written notice to the City, specify the
manner in which the City has failed to comply and shall state the steps necessary for City
to bring itself into compliance. If the City does not commence all steps reasonably
necessary to bring itself into compliance as required and diligently pursue steps to
completion within thirty (30) days after receipt of the written notice from the Developer
specifying the manner in which the City has failed to comply, then the City shall be
deemed to be in default under the terms of this Agreement. The Developer may then
exercise any of all of the following remedies: (1) seek a modification of this Agreement;
or (2) seek a specific performance or similar equitable remedy as provided in Section 14.3
of this Agreement.
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14.3.
Specific Performance and Damages Remedies. The Parties acknowledge that,
except as provided in this Section 14.3 and in Section 14.4 of this Agreement, money
damages and remedies at law generally are inadequate and that specific performance is
appropriate for the enforcement of this Agreement. The remedy of specific performance
or, in the alternative, a writ of mandate, shall be the sole and exclusive remedy available
to either Party in the event of the default or alleged default by the other, with the exception
that the City shall be entitled to damages against a Developer or Assign for such Developer
or Assign’s breach of its obligations under Section 17 of this Agreement. The limitations
on the remedy of damages in this Agreement shall not prevent the City from enforcing a
Developer or Assign’s monetary obligations hereunder.
14.4.
Recovery of Legal Expenses by Prevailing Party in Any Action. If any legal action
is brought by any Party to this Agreement as a result of any breach of this Agreement or
to enforce any provision of this Agreement, the prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover
all expenses incurred therefrom including reasonable attorneys’ fees and court costs.
15. Timing of Development. Because the California Supreme Court has held that failure of the
parties to provide for the timing of development resulted in a later adopted initiative restricting
the timing of development to prevail over the parties’ agreement, it is the intent of the
Developer and the City to cure that deficiency by acknowledging and providing that the
Developer shall have the right (without the obligation) to develop the Property in such order
and at such rate and at such time as the Developer deems appropriate within the exercise of its
subjective business judgment, subject to the terms of this Agreement.
16. Force Majeure. No party to this Agreement shall be deemed to be in default where failure or
delay in performance of any of its obligations under this Agreement is caused, through no fault
of the party whose performance is prevented or delayed, by floods, earthquakes, other acts of
God, fires, wars, riots or similar hostilities, strikes or other labor difficulties, state or federal
regulations, or court actions. Except as specified above, nonperformance shall not be excused
because of the act or omission of a third party.
17. Hold Harmless. The Developer and/or Assign agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
the City, its officers, agents, employees, and representatives from liability for damage or claims
for damage for personal injury including death and claims for property damage which may
arise from the direct and indirect operations of the Developer or Assign or those of its
contractors, subcontractors, agents, employees, or other persons acting on its behalf which
relate to the development of the Developer or Assign’s Separate Site(s). Such obligation shall
not be joint and several, and the Developer and/or Assign shall be liable only for its own
actions, and those of its own contractors, agents, employees and other persons acting on its
behalf in connection with its own Separate Site(s). The City shall have the right to select and
retain counsel to defend any actions, and, subject to the foregoing sentence, the Developer
and/or Assigns shall pay the reasonable cost for this defense. The provisions of this paragraph
shall not apply to the extent such damage, liability, or claim is proximately caused by the
intentional or negligent act of the City or its officers, agents, employees, or representatives.
The indemnity provisions in this paragraph shall survive termination of this Agreement.
The Developer and/or Assigns shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City, its agents,
officers, and employees from any and all claims, actions, proceedings, damages, judgments, or
costs, including attorney’s fees, against the City or its agents, officers, or employees, relating
to the issuance of this Development Agreement. The City will promptly notify Developer
and/or Assigns of any claim, action, or proceeding and, if the City should fail to cooperate fully
in the defense, the Developer and/or Assigns shall not thereafter be responsible to defend,
indemnify, and hold harmless the City or its agents, officers, and employees. The City may
elect to conduct its own defense, participate in its own defense, or obtain independent legal
counsel in defense of any claim related to this indemnification. In the event of such election,
the Developer and/or Assigns shall pay all reasonable costs related thereto, including without
limitation reasonable attorney’s fees and costs. In the event of a disagreement between the
City and the Developer and/or Assigns regarding litigation issues, the City shall have the
authority to control the litigation and make litigation related decisions, including, but not
limited to, settlement or other disposition of the matter. However, the Developer and/or
Assigns shall not be required to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement is
approved by the Developer and/or Assigns. The indemnity provisions in this paragraph shall
survive termination of this Agreement.
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18. Fees. This Agreement does not preclude the inclusion of and changes to facility benefit
assessments, facility financing plans, development impact fees or other related fees adopted on
a community or City-wide basis where such inclusion or change is caused by inflation, later
more accurate cost estimation, later commonly accepted higher standards of construction or to
address community facility deficiencies arising from and attributing to unforeseen
circumstances in the development of the Property.
19. Transfers and Assignments.
19.1.
Right to Assign. At any time during the term of this Agreement, Developer shall
have the right to sell, transfer or assign all or any portion of the Property, or a lease thereof,
and the rights under this Agreement to any person (the “Assign”) who (i) has a net worth
that meets or exceeds $5,000,000, as determined in the City’s good faith reasonable
business judgment; and (ii) has agreed in writing to be subject to all of the duties and
obligations in this Agreement applicable to the portion of the Property so transferred. All
such transfers shall require the approval of the City, which shall not be unreasonably
withheld provided that the transferring Party has given thirty (30) days prior written notice
of the proposed transfer to the Mayor and provides the City with notice of the name and
address of the Assign within thirty (30) days of the effective date of the transfer (the
“Transfer Effective Date”).
19.2.
Liabilities Upon Transfer. Upon the Transfer Effective Date, the Developer shall
be released from its obligations under this Agreement with respect to the Property,
Separate Site, or portion thereof so transferred, and the City agrees to look solely to the
Assign for compliance with the provisions of this Agreement as such provisions relate to
the portion of the Property or Separate Site acquired by the Assign, except that nothing in
this Section 19.2 shall affect the assignment of rights or delegation of duties permitted or
specified in any applicable lease entered into by the City and the Developer. Any such
Assign shall be entitled to the benefits of this Agreement and shall be subject to the
obligations of this Agreement, applicable to the parcel(s) transferred. A default by any
Assign shall only affect that portion of the Property owned or leased by such Assign and
shall not cancel or diminish in any way the Developer’s rights hereunder with respect to
any portion of the Property not owned by an Assign. Each Assign shall be responsible for
the reporting and annual review requirements relating to the portion of the Property owned
or leased by such Assign, and any amendment to this Agreement between the City and an
Assign shall only affect the portion of the Property owned by such Assign.
19.3.
Mortgage Protection. This Agreement shall not prevent or limit the Developer or
any Assign from encumbering their interest in the Property or any portion thereof or any
improvement thereon in any manner whatsoever by any mortgage, deed of trust or other
security device securing financing with respect to their interest in the Property. The City
acknowledges that the lender(s) providing such financing may require certain Agreement
interpretations and modifications and agrees, upon request, from time to time, to meet with
the Developer and/or Assigns and representatives of such lender(s) to negotiate in good
faith any such request for interpretation or modification. The City will not unreasonably
withhold its consent to any such requested interpretation or modification, provided such
interpretation or modification is consistent with the intent and purposes of this Agreement.
Any mortgagee of a mortgage or a beneficiary of a deed of trust (“Mortgagee”) on the
Developer’s or the Assign’s interest in the Property shall be entitled to the following rights
and privileges.
19.3.1. Mortgage Not Rendered Invalid. Neither entering into this Agreement nor any
breach of this Agreement shall defeat, render invalid, diminish, or impair the lien of
any mortgage or deed of trust on the Developer’s or the Assign’s interest in the
Property made in good faith and for value.
19.3.2. Request for Notice to Mortgagee. The Mortgagee of any mortgage or deed of trust
encumbering the Developer’s or the Assign’s interest in the Property, or any part
thereof, who has submitted a request in writing to the City in the manner specified
herein for giving notices shall be entitled to receive written notification from the City
of any default by the Developer and/or the Assign in the performance of the
Developer’s or the Assign’s obligations under this Agreement.
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19.3.3. Mortgagee’s Time to Cure. If the City timely receives a request from a Mortgagee
requesting a copy of any notice of default given to the Developer or the Assign under
the terms of this Agreement, the City shall provide a copy of that notice to the
Mortgagee within ten (10) days of sending the notice of default to the Developer or
applicable Assign. The Mortgagee shall have the right, but not the obligation, to cure
the default during the remaining cure period allowed under this Agreement.
19.3.4. Project Property Taken Subject to Obligations. Any Mortgagee who comes into
possession of the Developer’s or the Assign’s interest in the Property or any portion
thereof, pursuant to foreclosure of the mortgage or deed of trust, or deed in lieu of
foreclosure, shall take the Developer’s or the Assign’s interest in the Property or
portion thereof subject to the terms of this Agreement; provided, however, that in no
event shall such Mortgagee be held liable for any default or monetary obligation of
the Developer or the Assign arising prior to acquisition of title to the Developer’s or
the Assign’s interest in the Property by such Mortgagee. However, no Mortgagee
(nor its successors or assigns) shall be entitled to a building permit or occupancy
certificate until all obligations due under this Agreement for the portion of the
Developer’s or the Assign’s interest in the Property acquired by such Mortgagee have
been satisfied.
19.3.5. No Mortgage on Any City Ownership Interest in Property. Nothing herein shall
allow the Developer or the Assign to record a security interest affecting any City
ownership interest in the Property, except as set forth in any lease between the
Developer and the City.
20. Agreement Binding on Successors and Assigns. The burdens of this Agreement are binding
upon, and the benefits of this Agreement inure to, all successors of interest of the Parties to
this Agreement, and constitute covenants that run with the Property. In order to provide
continued notice, the Parties will record this Agreement and any subsequent amendments.
21. Relationship of Parties. The Parties acknowledge that the Developer is not an agent of the City
and the City is not an agent of the Developer. This Agreement does not create a joint venture
between the Parties.
22. Notices. Any notice or demand that shall be required or permitted by law or any provision of
this Agreement shall be in writing. If the notice or demand will be served upon a Party, it
either shall be personally delivered to the Party; deposited in the United States mail, certified,
return receipt requested, and postage prepaid; or delivered by a reliable courier service that
provides a receipt showing date and time of delivery with courier charges prepaid. The notice
or demand shall be addressed as follows:
TO CITY:

City of San Diego
Office of the City Attorney
1200 Third Avenue
Suite 1620
San Diego, California
Attn: City Attorney

TO DEVELOPER:

To be provided by Developer

23. Severability. If any provisions of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid by a court of
competent jurisdiction, the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby, unless
the court shall specifically find that the invalid part is so fundamental and essential to the
understanding of the Parties that the entire Agreement shall be invalidated.
24. Waiver. No waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and
signed by a duly authorized representative of the Party against whom enforcement of a waiver
is sought. No waiver of any right or remedy in respect to any occurrence or event shall be
deemed a waiver of any right or remedy in respect to any other occurrence or event.
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25. Applicable Law. The laws of the State of California shall govern the interpretation and
enforcement of this Agreement.
26. Time Is of the Essence. Time is of the essence regarding each provision of this Agreement in
which time is an element.
27. Legislative Act. A development agreement is a legislative act that shall be approved by
ordinance and subject to referendum. Pursuant to state law, a development agreement shall
not be approved unless the adopting body finds that the provisions of the agreement are
consistent with the general plan and any applicable specific plan. These requirements have
been satisfied by the People of the City of San Diego’s finding that this Agreement is consistent
with the City’s General Plan, the Specific Plan, and their adoption of this Agreement by
initiative ordinance.
28. Section Headings. All section headings are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect
construction or interpretation of this Agreement.
29. Incorporation of Exhibits. The following exhibits are attached to this Agreement and
incorporated by this reference as follows:
EXHIBIT
DESIGNATION

DESCRIPTION

A

Legal Description

30. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which
shall be identical and may be introduced in evidence or used for any other purpose without any
other counterpart, but all of which shall together constitute one and the same Agreement.
31. Authority to Execute. The persons executing this Agreement warrant and represent that they
have the authority to execute this Agreement on behalf of the party for which they are executing
this Agreement. They further warrant and represent that they have the authority to bind their
respective party to the performance of its obligations under this Agreement.
32. Recordation. This Agreement and any amendment, modification, or cancellation to it shall be
recorded in the Office of the County Recorder of the County of San Diego for recordation no
later than 10 business days after receipt of a fully executed Agreement.
33. Date of Agreement. The Execution Date of this Agreement shall be the date when both Parties
have signed the Agreement.
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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SIGNATURE PAGE TO
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
“DEVELOPER”
[Signature of the Developer to be provided on
separate form.]
“CITY”
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
By:
Its: Mayor
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY:
MARA ELLIOTT
CITY ATTORNEY
BY:
Deputy City Attorney

All Parties’ signatures to be notarized.
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A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness,
accuracy, or validity of that document.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF

)
) ss
)

On _______________________, 2017, before me, _________________________________, a
Notary Public, personally appeared _______________________________________________,
who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same
in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

____________________________________ (Seal)
Signature of Notary Public
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A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness,
accuracy, or validity of that document.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF

)
) ss
)

On _______________________, 2017, before me, _________________________________, a
Notary Public, personally appeared _______________________________________________,
who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same
in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

____________________________________ (Seal)
Signature of Notary Public
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EXHIBIT A TO DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
Description of Real Property
Existing Stadium Site
PARCEL 1: (APN 433-250-16&19)
THOSE PORTIONS OF LOTS 31, 35 AND 45 IN THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF
SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ACCORDING TO PARTITION MAP THEREOF
ON FILE IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY CLERK OF SAID SAN DIEGO COUNTY, IN
ACTION NO. 348, ENTITLED "JUAN M. LUCO, ET AL, VS. THE COMMERCIAL BANK
OF SAN DIEGO, ET AL", DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF SAID LOT 45; THENCE ALONG
THE NORTHERLY LINE THEREOF, SOUTH 88° 48' 15" EAST, 239.02 FEET TO THE
NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF LAND DESCRIBED IN DEED TO CHARLES E.
DUPONT, ET UX, RECORDED JUNE 25, 1964, RECORDER'S FILE NO. 114143, SERIES
5, BOOK 1964 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE SOUTH 00° 38' 01" WEST, ALONG THE WESTERLY LINE OF SAID DUPONT
LAND, 261.68 FEET TO A POINT ON THE ARC OF A 8982.03 FOOT RADIUS CURVE,
CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY, A RADIAL LINE OF SAID CURVE BEARS NORTH 12°
50' 48" WEST TO SAID POINT; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF
SAID CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 04° 49' 17", A DISTANCE OF 755.83
FEET TO THE WESTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN DEED TO CARNATION
COMPANY, RECORDED FEBRUARY 2, 1959 IN BOOK 7476, PAGE 69 OF OFFICIAL
RECORDS; THENCE NORTH 00° 38' 01" WEST, ALONG SAID WESTERLY LINE, A
DISTANCE OF 16.86 FEET TO THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 31; THENCE
ALONG SAID NORTHWESTERLY LINE SOUTH 47° 28' 35" WEST 371.20 FEET TO THE
EASTERLY LINE OF PARCEL MAP NO. 7254 FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
RECORDER OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY; THENCE ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE
NORTH 1° 05' 35" EAST 50.23 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF SAID
PARCEL MAP; THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINE OF SAID PARCEL MAP
WESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF A 8,890.66 FOOT RADIUS CURVE THROUGH AN
ANGLE OF 1° 48' 08.5" A DISTANCE OF 279.67 FEET TO THE NORTHWESTERLY
CORNER OF SAID PARCEL MAP; THENCE ALONG THE WESTERLY LINE OF SAID
PARCEL MAP NO. 7254 AND THE PROLONGATION THEREOF SOUTH 1° 05' 35" WEST
321.77 FEET TO A POINT IN THE ARC OF A 3030.02 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE
SOUTHEASTERLY IN THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN
DEED TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA RECORDED JULY 2, 1968 RECORDER'S FILE
NO. 111332 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS; THENCE ALONG SAID NORTHWESTERLY LINE,
WESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 259.78 FEET; AND SOUTH 54° 56' 28" WEST TO THE
SOUTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 35; THENCE ALONG THE NORTHEASTERLY,
EASTERLY AND NORTHERLY BOUNDARY OF CAMINO DEL RIO NORTH AS
DESCRIBED IN DEED TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA RECORDED SEPTEMBER
11, 1969, RECORDER'S FILE NO. 166295 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, AS FOLLOWS:
SOUTH 54° 56' 28" WEST 393.85 FEET; NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF A 170
FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY, THROUGH AN ANGLE OF 92°
51' 08" A DISTANCE OF 275.50 FEET; TANGENT TO SAID CURVE NORTH 32° 12' 24"
WEST 168.35 FEET; NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF A 230 FOOT RADIUS
CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY, THROUGH AN ANGLE OF 101° 24' 14" A
DISTANCE OF 407.06 FEET; AND TANGENT TO SAID CURVE SOUTH 46° 23' 22" WEST
TO THE SOUTHWESTERLY LINE OF SAID LOT 35; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY
ALONG SAID SOUTHWESTERLY LINE TO THE MOST WESTERLY CORNER
THEREOF; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF
SAID LOT 35 TO THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER THEREOF; THENCE ALONG THE
NORTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAID LOT, SOUTH 58° 07' 54" EAST TO THE WESTERLY
LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN DEED TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
RECORDED JULY 15, 1966, RECORDER'S FILE NO. 115132 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS;
THENCE ALONG SAID WESTERLY LINE SOUTH 4° 20' 34" EAST TO THE SOUTHERLY
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LINE OF SAID LOT 35; THENCE WESTERLY ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE TO THE
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.
PARCEL 2: (APN 433-250-13)
ALL THAT PORTION OF LOTS 36, 42 AND 43 OF RANCHO MISSION OF SAN DIEGO,
IN THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ACCORDING TO THE
PARTITION MAP THEREOF ON FILE IN CASE NO. 348 OF SUPERIOR COURT IN SAN
DIEGO COUNTY ENTITLED JUAN M. LUCO, ET AL, VS, THE COMMERCIAL
BANK OF SAN DIEGO, ET AL, LYING WITHIN THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED
BOUNDARY:
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER OF SAID LOT 42; THENCE ALONG
THE SOUTHWESTERLY LINES OF SAID LOTS 42 AND 43, SOUTH 58° 07' 54" EAST
1430.86 FEET TO A POINT ON THE ARC OF A 9259.03 FOOT RADIUS CURVE,
CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY A RADIAL LINE OF WHICH BEARS NORTH 06° 48' 18"
WEST TO SAID POINT; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID
CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00° 29' 05" A DISTANCE OF 78.33 FEET TO
THE WESTERLY BOUNDARY OF MURPHY CANYON ROAD; THENCE ALONG SAID
BOUNDARY TO AND ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF ROAD SURVEY NO. 1533 AS
FOLLOWS: NORTH 15° 38' 54" WEST 487.26 FEET; SOUTH 74° 21' 06" WEST 12.00
FEET; NORTH 15° 38' 54" WEST 309.60 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT
3060.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY; NORTHWESTERLY
ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 05° 36' 42" A
DISTANCE OF 299.70 FEET; TANGENT TO SAID CURVE NORTH 10° 02' 12" WEST
179.22 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT 2548.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE,
CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY; NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 05° 47' 50" A DISTANCE OF 257.81 FEET;
TANGENT TO SAID CURVE NORTH 04° 14' 22" WEST 72.93 FEET TO THE BEGINNING
OF A TANGENT 352.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY;
NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL
ANGLE OF 63° 41' 34" A DISTANCE OF 391.30 FEET; TANGENT TO SAID CURVE
NORTH 67° 55' 56" WEST 116.79 FEET; NORTH 72° 13' 17" WEST 97.37 FEET AND
NORTH 21° 05' 07" EAST 43.79 FEET; THENCE NORTH 72° 13' 39" WEST 530.72 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 00° 54' 06" EAST 21.58 FEET; THENCE NORTH 79° 52' 32" WEST
149.77 FEET TO A POINT ON THE ARC OF AN 8000.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE,
CONCAVE SOUTHERLY A RADIAL LINE OF WHICH BEARS NORTH 17° 57' 19" WEST
TO SAID POINT; THENCE WESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH
A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00° 27' 10" A DISTANCE OF 63.22 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 71°
35' 31" WEST 923.84 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT 1000.00 FOOT RADIUS
CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHWESTERLY; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG THE
ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 15° 24' 29" A DISTANCE OF
268.92 FEET; THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE SOUTH 37° 00' 00" WEST 386.11
FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A TANGENT 1000.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE
SOUTHEASTERLY; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 24° 47' 13" A DISTANCE OF 432.61 FEET;
THENCE TANGENT TO SAID CURVE SOUTH 62° 12' 47" WEST 156.54 FEET TO AN
INTERSECTION WITH THE WESTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN PARCEL
1 IN DEED TO THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO RECORDED JANUARY 3, 1966 AS
DOCUMENT NO. 121 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS; THENCE ALONG SAID WESTERLY
LINE SOUTH 05° 14' 33" EAST 1744. 24 FEET TO THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF
SAID LOT 35; THENCE ALONG SAID NORTHWESTERLY LINE NORTH 40° 17' 08"
EAST 1866.48 FEET TO THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER THEREOF; THENCE
ALONG THE NORTHEASTERLY BOUNDARY OF SAID LOT 35 SOUTH 58° 07' 54"
EAST 1056.17 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
EXCEPTING FROM LOT 42 ALL OIL, GAS AND OTHER HYDROCARBON AND
MINERAL SUBSTANCES LYING NOT LESS THAN 500 FEET BELOW THE SURFACE
OF THE LAND AS RESERVED BY SAN DIEGO PIPELINE CO., BY DEEDS RECORDED
MARCH 8, 1966 AS FILE NO. 39319 AND 39320. ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM,
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED PARCELS:
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PARCEL 2A:
COMMENCING AT THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF LOT 35, SAID RANCHO
MISSION OF SAN DIEGO; THENCE SOUTH 40° 17' 08" WEST, 1866.48 FEET; THENCE
NORTH 05° 14' 33" WEST, 1744.24 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE NORTH 62° 12' 47" EAST, 156.54 FEET TO A POINT WHICH A RADIAL OF A
1000.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY, BEARS NORTH 27° 47'
13" WEST; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE,
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 24° 47' 13", AN ARC LENGTH OF 432.61 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 87° 00' 00" EAST 386.11 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF
A 1000.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHWESTERLY, BEARS SOUTH 03°
00' 00" EAST; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID 1000.00 FOOT
RADIUS CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 15° 24' 29", AN ARC LENGTH OF
268.92 FEET; THENCE NORTH 71° 35' 31" EAST, 923.84 FEET TO A POINT WHICH A
RADIAL OF A 8000.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY, BEARS
NORTH 18° 24' 29" WEST; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID
CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00° 27' 10", AN ARC LENGTH OF 63.22
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 79° 52' 32" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 149.77 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 00° 54' 06" WEST, 21.58 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 72° 13' 39" EAST, 530.72 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 21° 05' 07" WEST, 43.79 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 72° 13' 17" EAST, 97.37
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 67° 55' 56" EAST, 116.79 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A
RADIAL OF A 352.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY, BEARS
NORTH 22° 04' 04" EAST; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID
CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 63° 41' 34", A DISTANCE OF 391.30 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 04° 14' 22" EAST, 72.93 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A
2548.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY, BEARS SOUTH 85° 45'
38" WEST; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH
A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 05° 47' 50" AN ARC LENGTH OF 257.81 FEET; THENCE SOUTH
10° 02' 12" EAST, 179.22 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A 3060.00 FOOT
RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY, BEARS SOUTH 79° 57' 48" WEST;
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH A
CENTRAL ANGLE OF 05° 36' 42" AN ARC LENGTH OF 299.70 FEET; THENCE SOUTH
15° 38' 54" EAST, 309.60 FEET; THENCE NORTH 74° 21' 06" EAST, 12.00 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 15° 38' 54" EAST, 487.26 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A 9259.03
FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY BEARS NORTH 06° 19' 13"
WEST; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH A
CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00° 29' 05" AN ARC LENGTH OF 78.33 FEET; THENCE NORTH
58° 07' 54" WEST, 110.65 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A 4141.50 FOOT
RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY, BEARS NORTH 84° 07' 23" EAST;
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH A
CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00° 46' 17" AN ARC LENGTH OF 706.30 FEET; THENCE NORTH
15° 38' 54" WEST, 101.74 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A 2500.00 FOOT
RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY, BEARS SOUTH 74° 21' 06" WEST;
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY AND NORTHERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE;
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 18° 07' 37" AN ARC LENGTH OF 790.94 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 02° 28' 43" EAST, 102.43 FEET; THENCE NORTH 67° 09' 56" WEST,
74.66 FEET; THENCE CONTINUING NORTH 67° 09' 56" WEST, 408.34 FEET; THENCE
NORTH 73° 26' 35" WEST, 344.99 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A 400.00
FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY, BEARS NORTH 16° 33' 25"
EAST; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY, WESTERLY AND SOUTHWESTERLY, ALONG
THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 52° 34' 36", AN ARC
LENGTH OF 422.11 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 53° 58' 49" WEST, 395.86 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH, 120.00 FEET; THENCE WEST, 110.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 10° 26' 46" WEST,
194.27 FEET; THENCE WEST, 550.67 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 87° 00' 00" WEST, 350.18
FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF 1000.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE,
CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY, BEARS NORTH 03° 00' 00" WEST; THENCE
SOUTHWESTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL
ANGLE OF 24° 47' 13", AN ARC LENGTH OF 432.61 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 62° 12' 47"
WEST, 193.09 FEET; THENCE NORTH 05° 14' 33" WEST, 70.38 FEET, RETURNING TO
SAID TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.
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PARCEL 2B:
COMMENCING AT THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF LOT 35, SAID RANCHO
MISSION; THENCE SOUTH 58° 07' 54" EAST 2,376.38 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF
BEGINNING A RADIAL OF A 4141.50 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE
SOUTHWESTERLY, BEARS NORTH 84° 07' 23" EAST TO SAID POINT; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL
ANGLE OF 09° 46' 17" AN ARC LENGTH OF 706.30 FEET; THENCE NORTH 15° 38' 54"
WEST, 101.74 FEET, TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A 2500.00 FOOT RADIUS
CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY, BEARS SOUTH 74° 21' 06" WEST; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY AND NORTHERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE,
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 18° 07' 37", AN ARC LENGTH OF 790.94 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 02° 28' 43" EAST, 102.43 FEET; THENCE NORTH 67° 09' 56" WEST,
74.66 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 02° 28' 43" WEST 128.39 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A
RADIAL OF A 2570.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE EASTERLY, BEARS SOUTH
87° 31' 17" EAST; THENCE SOUTHERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE,
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 18° 07' 37" AN ARC LENGTH OF 813.08 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 15° 38' 54" EAST, 101.74 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF
A 4071.50 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY BEARS NORTH 74°
21' 06" EAST; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE ALONG THE ARC OF SAID
CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 09° 00' 17" AN ARC LENGTH OF 639.89
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 58° 07' 54" EAST 87.99 FEET, RETURNING TO SAID
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.
PARCEL 3: (APN 433-250-14)
THAT PORTION OF LOTS 42 AND 43 OF SAID RANCHO MISSION OF SAN DIEGO, IN
THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ACCORDING TO THE
PARTITION MAP THEREOF ON FILE IN CASE NO. 348 OF SUPERIOR COURT IN SAN
DIEGO COUNTY ENTITLED JUAN M. LUCO, ET AL, VS, THE COMMERCIAL BANK OF
SAN DIEGO, ET AL, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF LOT 35, SAID RANCHO
MISSION; THENCE SOUTH 58° 07' 54" EAST 2,376.38 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF
BEGINNING A RADIAL OF A 4141.50 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE
SOUTHWESTERLY, BEARS NORTH 84° 07' 23" EAST TO SAID POINT; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL
ANGLE OF 09° 46' 17", AN ARC LENGTH OF 706.30 FEET; THENCE NORTH 15° 38' 54"
WEST, 101.74 FEET, TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF A 2500.00 FOOT RADIUS
CURVE, CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY, BEARS SOUTH 74° 21' 06" WEST; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY AND NORTHERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE,
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 18° 07' 37", AN ARC LENGTH OF 790.94 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 02° 28' 43" EAST, 102.43 FEET; THENCE NORTH 67° 09' 56" WEST,
74.66 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 02° 28' 43" WEST 128.39 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A
RADIAL OF A 2570.00 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE EASTERLY, BEARS SOUTH
87° 31' 17" EAST; THENCE SOUTHERLY, ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE,
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 18° 07' 37" AN ARC LENGTH OF 813.08 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 15° 38' 54" EAST, 101.74 FEET TO A POINT TO WHICH A RADIAL OF
A 4071.50 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY BEARS NORTH 74°
21' 06" EAST; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE,
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 09° 00' 17" AN ARC LENGTH OF 639.89 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 58° 07' 54" EAST 87.99 FEET, RETURNING TO SAID TRUE POINT OF
BEGINNING.
EXCEPTING THAT PORTION LYING WITHIN THE LAND DESCRIBED IN DEED TO
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA RECORDED JANUARY 20, 1981, AS FILE NO. 81-17470
OF OFFICIAL RECORDS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF LOT 35 OF
SAID RANCHO MISSION AND THE WESTERLY LINE OF MURPHY CANYON ROAD
AS DESCRIBED IN DEEDS TO THE State of California, RECORDED MARCH 26, 1958, IN
BOOK 7008, PAGE 383 AND OCTOBER 10, 1958 IN BOOK 7295, PAGE 155 OF OFFICIAL
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RECORDS; THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF LOT 35, NORTH 89° 03' 17"
WEST (RECORDED NORTH 89° 03' 34" WEST), 208.00 FEET TO THE
SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER OF THE LAND CONVEYED TO THE State of California BY
DEED RECORDED JULY 15, 1966 AS FILE NO. 115132 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS;
THENCE ALONG THE WESTERN BOUNDARY OF LAST SAID State of California LAND
NORTH 4° 21' 02" WEST (RECORDED NORTH 4° 20' 34" WEST), 397.06 FEET TO THE
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID WESTERN
BOUNDARY NORTH 4° 21' 02" WEST, 150.49 FEET; THENCE NORTH 15° 39' 20" WEST,
155.43 FEET; THENCE LEAVING SAID WESTERN BOUNDARY SOUTH 10° 05' 41"
EAST, 304.43 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.
ALSO EXCEPTING THAT PORTION IF ANY LYING WITHIN THE LAND DESCRIBED
IN DEED TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA RECORDED JULY 15, 1966 AS FILE NO.
115132 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS.
EXCEPTING FROM LOT 42 ALL OIL, GAS AND OTHER HYDROCARBON AND
MINERAL SUBSTANCES LYING NOT LESS THAN 500 FEET BELOW THE SURFACE
OF THE LAND AS RESERVED BY SAN DIEGO PIPELINE CO., BY DEEDS RECORDED
MARCH 8, 1966 AS FILE NO. 39319 AND 39320.
Family Tailgate Lot
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBER: 433-240-19
ALL THAT CERTAIN PROPERTY SITUATED IN THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE
OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
ALL THAT PORTION OF LOT 36 OF THE RANCHO MISSION OF SAN DIEGO, IN THE
CITY OF SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
ACCORDING TO PARTITION MAP THEREOF IN CASE NO. 348, SUPERIOR COURT OF
SAN DIEGO, ENTITLED “JUAN M. LUCO, ET AL VS. THE COMMERCIAL BANK OF
SAN DIEGO, ET AL, FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN
DIEGO, COUNTY, DESCRIBED MORE SPECIFICALLY IN THE PARCEL DESCRIBED
AS CLEAR SITE 19-A, FRIARS ROAD (EAST PORTION) PER DOCUMENT # 20040678671 RECORDED JULY 21, 2004 EXCEPTING THERE FROM ANY LAND LYING
EASTERLY OF THE WESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY OF MISSION VILLAGE DRIVE.
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBER: 433-240-23
ALL THAT CERTAIN PROPERTY SITUATED IN THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE
OF CALIFORNIA, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
ALL THAT PORTION OF LOT 36 OF THE RANCHO MISSION OF SAN DIEGO, IN THE
CITY OF SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
ACCORDING TO PARTITION MAP THEREOF IN CASE NO. 348, SUPERIOR COURT OF
SAN DIEGO, ENTITLED “JUAN M. LUCO, ET AL VS. THE COMMERCIAL BANK OF
SAN DIEGO, ET AL, FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN
DIEGO, COUNTY, DESCRIBED MORE SPECIFICALLY IN THE PARCEL DESCRIBED
AS CLEAR SITE 19-A, FRIARS ROAD (WEST PORTION) PER DOCUMENT # 20040678671 RECORDED JULY 21, 2004 EXCEPTING THERE FROM ANY LAND LYING
WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF LAND SHOWN PER ROS NO. 22269.
Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site
The Developer has entered into a lease with the City for an up-to twenty acre portion of the
Murphy Canyon Training Facility Site, which twenty-acre portion will be determined by the
Developer and the City in their lease for the Property. This Exhibit shall be supplemented with
the legal description of the twenty-acre portion when such lease has been executed. The twentyacre parcel shall be located within the property defined by the following legal description:
LOTS 11 THROUGH 16 INCLUSIVE OF MURPHY CANYON GATEWAY UNIT NO. 1, IN
THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
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ACCORDING TO MAP THEREOF NO. 11502, FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
RECORDER OF SAN DIEGO, MAY 2, 1986.
APN: 421-391-01 &02; 421-392-01, 02, 03 & 04
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